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Young Wild West caught In a cavern
OR, ARIETTA'S SHOT IN THE DARK
•

By AN OLD 1COUT

. ner, the sweetheart of J im Dart. The two Chinamen, who wer-e employed as servants by the party,
"This is about ther blamedest place I've ever were brothers named Hop Wah and Wing Wah.
struck when it comes to rocks an' holes, Wild."
Hop was kept in their employ more because he
"I reckon you are about right, Charlie."
was a great entertainer, and also had been t he
"We'd better not try to git through here in ther direct means of saving their lives upon more than
dark. Mighty funny how we come to git away one occasion. Wing was the cook, and a good
from the trail."
one, too.
" Of course, we won't travel after dark,", and
"Going to stop here over night , I suppose,
Young Wild' West, the well-known boy he_ro and · Wild," the young deadshot's sweetheart said,
Champion Dead shot of the West, shook his head looking questioningly at him as he brought his
and smiled in an assuring way at his partner,
sorrel stallion to a halt near them.
Cheyenne Charlie, the scout.
"I reckon so, little girl," was the reply. "It
Wild and Charlie had left the rest of the party seems that there's nothing like a trail to be foundsomething like a hundred yards 1ieyond. They If 'we kept on looking for it it would be dark, and
bad pursued their way along, J)icking the~r w~y then probably. we wouldn't have as good a place
between the big rocks that were so plentiful m to camp as this one is. It happens that there is
the wide canyon they had been following a t_rail good water here, and I reckon the horses can find
through, in the hopes of finding more easy gomg, enough to pick at to satisfy their hunger until
as the scout put it. But the further they went the
we strike something better for them."
less it looked like a trail that 'could be followed
"Oh, this is good enough, Wild," and the girl
by horses, and as the young deadshot brought his looked around and nodded her head in a satisfied
sorrel stallion, Spitfire, to a halt, Cheyenne Char- way. "But," she added, looking at him questionlie made the remark that begins our story.
ingly, "how is it that we came to the end of the
"Well" said the young deadshot, in the cool trail? Why, there were hoof-prints to be seen
and easy way that had helped make him famous,
·
upon it until about half an hour ago."
"I reckon we'll go back to where the rest are
"That's right, Et. It is somewhat puzzling, but
waiting and pitch our camp. That will_ be as we'll find out about it in due time. Don't think
good a place as any, and tomorrow mornmg we
anything more about it now. We are going to
may be able to pick up the trail again."
have a rousing good supper, and then we'll settle
"Right yer are, Wild. That's jest wha_t I wa:s down for the night just the same as we always
thinkin' " and the scout gave a nod, showmg how do."
much h~ agreed with anything Young Wild West
"Stoppee light here, Misler Wild?" Hop 'said,
said or did .
looking at the young deadshot expectantly.
The two turned their horses and rode slowly
· "Yes, Hop. Help your brother unload the packback for it would have been difficult to proceed at horses, and then you can gather up some wood
a fa~ter gait than a walk, since the sharp, jagged so he can go ahead with the supper. It's venirocks were on · every hand. But the animals were son steak tonight, and though it isn't a treat to
sure-footed, and in less than a minute the two us, since we have so much of it, I reckon it will
rode from behind a towering mass that reared it- go all right."
self to a height of fully forty feet and saw Jim
Then all hands l!:Ot a hustle on themselves, and
Dart, the other partner of our hero, and the girls in a few minutes there was something that looked
and two Chinam-en waiting for them. Jim Dart like a real camp. The two pack-horses were rewas about the same age as Wild. He had been lieved of their loads, while Young Wild West and
born and reared in Wyoming, and though he selhis partners tied the horses where they might get
dom had much to say, he was always ready to do the benefit of the grass and green shrubbery t hat
his share in times of danger. The girls referred grew to the side of the canyon. Hop showed t hat
to were Arietta. Murdock, the golden-haired
he was a good worker when he w11,s of a mind to
sweetheart of the dashing young deadshot; Anna, be, for he was not long in gathering two or three
GardEloise
thti wife of Cheyenne Charlie; and
armfuls of wood which he placed wltere hia
CHAPTER !.-The Lost Trail.
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brother might use it to kindle a• campfire, as well and turned a complete somersault. "Somebody
· a i; place some of it in his "patent stove," as shootee, so be."
Cheyenne Charlie called it. It took Wing about
"There! What do you think of that?" Cheyfive minutes to put the so-calleil stove together, enne Charlie exclaimed, somewhat disguste&.y.
for it was simply four sections of sheet-iron "The blamed heathen can't find nobody to play a
·which clamped together by means . of . thumb- trick on, so he played one on himself. He went
screws, and could be taken apart when it was an' smoked a cigar that was loaded with powder.
cool and packed away-·in a. very fl.at package.
I'll b'e t he knowf!d it all the time."
_By the time the supper was ready it was dark.
"What's ,t0ing on here?"
·
The stars were twinkling brightly overhead, an<l
The voice came from a slight distance _away,
the smoke from the stove and the blazing fire and as the eyes of all hands turned in that direcwent up straight toward them, to melt away into tion, they saw the figure of a man approaching
nothjngness. The outdoor life our friends we~ through the darkness.
·
leading caused them to always have an appetite,
"Shooting off fireworks?" came from the
and even though the food that they ate did not stranger, as he kept on walking toward them.
vary greatly, they wel',J! always ready to eat when "Somewhat strange in this section of the country,
it was prepared for them. Certainly the supper it seems."
• .
tast ed good on this occasion; and while they
-"Hello, stranger!" Young Wild West called out,
wer e enjoying it they forgot all about losing the as he arose to his feet and waited for the man to
trail they ha d bP.en following in such a peculiar come up.
way. As soon as they had finished eating, Young
"Hello, your.self! I'm mighty glad to find someWi ld We~t and his ])artners lent their assistance one here. · I saw your camp-fire from a distance,
to Hop Wah, and the two tents they carried with and I made up my mind to keep on coming this
them were quickly erected.
way, though I got mixed up somewhat because I
"Now, then;' Young Wild ,vest sa id, as he couldn't find where the tr.ain went any further.'' ·
gave a nod of ,;atisfaction at the result of their
As the man stepped into the light of the fire,
labors, "I reckon we'll sit down and take. it easy they all took a good look at him. He was not
for a while_ There's something puzzling about over thirtr,, well formed, and some might have
this to me. We certainly were following a trail . called him handsome, though there was a certain
that ha d been traveled a great deal. While for degree of craftiness that shone from his eyes. ·
the most part the way was so stony that hoof- · • "Well, stranger," the young deadshot said, in
prints did not show plainly, I am satisfied that
cool and easy way, "I reckon you're in about
h )rses came over it this very day. The puzzling his
the same· fix as we are We struck the trail
part of it is, where. did they go, for when .we got · through
the canyon, and lost it, too. We came as
to the end of if there· were no traces. of ~nything
as this, aJ\d decided to stay here until mornlike hoof-prints or any other marks that would far
ing. Wouldn't . be a very good idea to keep on
indicate that jt had ever been . travelect before.'!
traveling in the darkness, not in such a place as
"I'll tell you, Wild." the scout answered, shak- this,
anyhow."
-,
ing his head and ,looking thoughtful, "there w~s
"I should say not." the man _ shot a · glance
a good .chance for anybody to leave the trail at
either side right-below where we was among the about him. "One of the worst mazes I ever saw.
Why, it's rocks and holes all over. I don't see
blamed sharp rocks an' holes."
how you really- got as far .a s this with your
"That's true enough," came the reply. "It horses.
I left mine back quite a piece. If you
· strikes me that you have about struck it, Char- · don't mind,
I'll go and get him and stop with you
lie."
.
. They had ali taken seats about the brightly until morning."
"I don't know as · we have any objections to
burning fire now, and the only one who was really that,
stranger. But how is it that you are travdoing anything was Wing, the cook. He was
cleaning away the remains of the repast and eling in these parts?"
"Oh, want to know who I am and my busines1:1,
. washing up the tin plates and cups, as well as
knives and forks, so they would. be ready for the eh? Well, that is no more than right," and the
next meal. Hop Wah presently lighted a: big man laughed good-naturedly. "I've been stopping
black cigar and came -up . c;lose to where the scout at a ranch about fifty miles below here," he went
on, as he stepped a little closer to the boy and
was sitting.
"Misler Charlie," he said, "maybe you likee looked at the girls in a casual way: "My co_u sin
owns the ranch, and I have been visiting him for
smokee -um cige..r."
..
• "Maybe I wouldn't, heathen. - Not one of you:r,s; the past month or two. I _got it, in my head· to
buy :u_p .some . sheep and speculate a little, so. I
anyhow,''. was the blunt reply.
,
"You allee samee thlinkee me puttee powdee in struck o.ut up this way; expecting to get among
tlie '&beep herders in a day or two. I've _got
um cigar.'. '
.
. ..
•
, .
"I don't think nothin' about it. , I -know you ~nough of an ou.t fit with .me for· the job, too. My
_
.
have alway~ got cigars loaded up with gunpow- na1t1e_is Joseph Spi~dler.?
As he said this he looked questioningly at the
der: You fooled me a few times, -heathen, but
it's quite a long time ag-o, so don't tl}ink you kin young deadshot, and then Wild told him who he
was and also introduced him to his companions.
do it now."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," and then the.• Having met all sorts of men since he had been·
Chinaman leaned back against a rock and oegan traveli-ng about througb the wildest parts of the
puffing vigorous~y at his ,cigar.
, West, the young deadshot· had , a way of sizing
•Suddenly . there was a bright• fl.ash, followed by \ them up and satisfying himself as to their chara dull report, and the cig.ar turned into a myriad acter. His opinion just now · was that Joseph
Spindler was telling a lie, and that there waa
~~arkL
•
"Hip \,i I" the Chinaman said, as he rolled over something wrong about him. Still, he -was not
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going to deny- him the privilege of stopping_ at declared,- putting out a bold front . and actiug
very much as if he. felt that he was being misthe camp, sq nodding to him, he said;
· ..
· _
.:
"Go and get your ·horse and outfit, and you can judged.''
"No ·mistake about it, Spindler. You're a ra$stop. with us, Mr. Spindler." ,. ,
"Thank you," and, bowing to the girls, the man cal through •and through, and,. of course, thosewith you are -the same. Maybe YO\! ·~re a. li~t1e
. turned ·and walked rapidly from the camp.
It was not long before they heard hi,n return- more shrewd th~n they, but they are just the
ing, and all hands waited for him- to appear same in oth1er ways. Now then, just line yourthrough the darkness. When they did see him . selves up. I am ·going to sho'-¥ you something
they noticed that he was accompanied by a s .many that probably you have never seen _before_. Three
as half a dozen men, and that he was not leading or- four years ago somebody gave me the name of
the Champion Deadshot of the West. I was a a horse at all.
~·
"Look out!" Young Wild West exclaimed, in a pretty young kid then, and I suppose maybe I
whisper. Treachery. Girls, get out of the way. was partly entitled to be called such. The fact is
that I never pull a trigger unles I have my tarThere ·is going to be some fighting." ·
So well trained were they to. it that the three get covered, a.,nd that means that the bullet is
girls quickly drew "back behind the rocks. ·Then bound to hit the mark every time. I can "do a
Young Wild West looked around quickly and saw little fancy shooting, and I am going to show
that Charlie and Jini • were ready with their re- you some of it inside of a couple of minutes. Now
volvers. Standing up boldly in the light of the then, you stand right over there by ' that stone.
Hurry up, Spindler. I generally like to be obeyed
fire, the. boy called ,out:
,.
_.
"Spindler, I reckon _you had better stop right when I give a command." .
where you ar~. I have got you covered, and anThe villain, for such he undoubtedly was, lost
other. step tliis way means that you will die no time in moving over to the stone the boy
pointed out.
1
,
.
mighty quick."
"Line up .there, you sneaking coyotes!'' the boy
exclai~ed, taking his eyes from those of the. villainous leader when he saw that his sweetheal't
. CHAPTER IL-Wild Shows Spindler .and His
was ready for him. "I want you all to be· right
Ga-n g He Can Shoot.
in the firelight. Hop!"
·
"Whattee wantee, Misler Wild?" came from
Br,ief a s was the time that Yqung Wild Wes t
·
had .to-look upon the .skulking figu:res, he was able the clever ·Chinee.
to count five of them. The one ahead he knllw _!IJust throw some light wood on ,the fire, so there
was the fellow who called.himself Joseph Spindler, will be mwe of a blaze. I want to be able to see
and h·e $Urely had.· hii:p. ;eoyered with , his ever- the sight of my. gun_plainly."
"Allee light, me do lat velly muchee quickee.
readx, revolver when he called out for him to stop.
"I can see you' quite plainly/' t}le you.ng dead• Me _velly smartee Chinee. Makee bigee blaze, and
·. "
shot said, in his cool and easy way. "The first i:p.an len yo:u shootee velly muchee 'flaid," ,
All five· of th!\ rascals. looked at -the Qhinaman
who makes a ,mov:e to raise a hand will die. · Now
thi:n, ;rou m~x s.te~, forward into the ligh~ , Be as he hastily gathered.. -,u p some light . brush and
_•
,
•
quick . about it, too. .
· ..
• ,
.
. · cast it upon .the campcfire.
"Gentlemen," Young -Wild West said sa.rcas~
· ..For .a .full second th~ ·m en standing "in the dark
did not move an inch. Then the voice of Spindler tically, "you are certainly_.-:11- -noble looking lot.
Spindler, you mighrpass for. an .honest, rjispec- sa1d :· .
·
·· "' · , · · ·
_
"What is the matter, Young Wild West? I for- table man, but the four sneaking coyotes with you
got to tell yoµ that I had companions with me. ,c ertainly _couldn't ,do it. Why, th~. ve:i;y looks of
Everything fa ·all . right. Yo~ needn't b~ afraid." them woµld be quite enough tg condemn .t hem . if
"Afraid!" the boy answered, with a laugh. "I they were broug~t before a jury, no matter what
reckon that's something that· l kno'w nothing the charge was/'
'.'H?ld . ?n, Youn~ Wiid West!" _Spindler said,
about. . But never mind bandying words with me.
doininm, Spindler, and see to it -that your friends this time m -a -pleadmg tone,. "I am so_rry. I didn'.t
eome with you. Don't forget what ··I told you, ~11 you that I had four men with me. - We were
tho'ugh. The first · man who makes a piove to trying to get ~ver to the other 'side of the big
ridge, where I intended to buy up some sheep. .I
.
·.
touch his gun is going to die.' 1
,"Oh, I'll _soon satisfy you that .:we are honest am not Jying, and I'll. leave it to those with me
if
I am.''
·
. ·
pien, and th.at we have simply lost :Olir way/'
. Then Spilttller walked .forward rather boldly.
"A mighty fine lot to leave · it to," -Cheyenne
The four men :with him came on rather slowly, Charlie spoke up, a grim smile showing upon his
1:1howing plainly that they were rather uneasy. tanned and weather-beaten face. "You don't
Straight into the light of the blazing fire they s'pose anybody would take· their words for it, do
walked, and then Arietta, Anna and Eloise you? I know blamed well what you was up to.
stepped from behind the rocks, each with a leveled You seen our camp-fire an' ,>.7ou tho:ught .you
rifle. When he saw them Spindler shrugged his wouldn't come here ah' size up things. Then yqu
/
shoulders and shot an uneasy glance il.t those meant to sneak up an' ketch us nappin'. But your
with him.
,.
scheme didn't work. We seen you, an' we was
"All ready for you, Spindlef," the young dead- ready for you. Young Wild West got you dead
shot said smilingly. "You're a fine specimen of ti?" .rights the minute ~e called out to you, 'cause
a man, I must say. You don't think for an 'in- his gun was leveled right at you, an' most likely
stant that you fooled me by your, oily manner of you could s~ it quite plain. If the boy had·
speaking, do you? I knew when I first sized you
tarted shootm', the five -of you would have gone
up that you were a crook.''
· ,
. .,,.
down jest as fast as he could pull the trigger.''
· "You mistake ·me, Young Wild ·west," the man · •Having.relieved himself of this much, the_scout
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gave a nod, and then stepped up c1ose to the line
of villains. He peered into the face of each, and
then ,turned to the -young deadshot and said: .
, "I've got 'em all down fine, Wild. I'd know
any one of 'em ag'in if I . was to fiifd 'em among
thousand. But the best thing to do is to make
short work of 'em right now. ,W hat do you say if
we hang 'em. They'1·e sartinly ·d eservin' of it,,
even though we never seen 'em afore."
Without telling them what he meant to do, Wild
suddenly raised his revolver, and taking a quick
aim at what seemed to be -the head of Spindler, he
pulled the trigger. Crack! As tlie sharp report
rang out the villain gave a startled cry and
clapped a hand to his ear.
"It's all right, Spindler," the boy said. laughingly. "I didn't hurt you much. I just tried to
graze your ear. I reckon I must have done it."
Crack! Another shot was fired, and the second
man got the same dose.
"Didn't hurt you much, did it?" our hero said
smilingly. "Now you other three, stand perfectly
still. I am going to do some quick shooting at
you."
•
· Crack, crack, crack! Three times the longbarreled. revolve1· in the hand of the young deadi:;hot" barked viciously, and as each ·:report rang
out, a man· clapped a hand to his ear.
"I reckon that's some fancy shooting, isn't it?'!
the boy said, in his cool and easy way, as he no<ltled to the five. "I do pride myself on being a
mig:hty good shot, though I have often said tJ:i.at
I don't like to lay claim to being the Champ10n
Deadshot of the West. Now then, I have spilled
a few drops of the blood oi each Qf you, and I feel
:Satisfied. I am going to give you a chance, so just
turn and face . the way you came. Be mighty
quick, about it, or ·might take a notion to ti·y my
aim at your hearts instead of your ears."
,
Rather awkwardly the five men turned so they
were .in a line, the fifth one .being faced directly
toward the 1,pot they had come from.
.
"You ain't goin' to let 'em go as easy as that, .
are you, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie asked, as if he
was somewhat disappointed.
"That's alt right, Charlie.
They didn't do
what they intel)ded ·to, so we ought to be satisfied.
The chances are they have enough of it now, and
won't feel like bothering us again. Anyhow, I
am going to give them the chance. If they do
come back and try to catch us napping, then _we'll
shoot to kill."
"I'll telf you once mt>re, Young Wild West, that
you are mistaken when you think we intended to
make . an attack on you," Spindler declared ears
nestly.
· .
"You can tell it to nre as many times as you
like, but I w®'t believe you . • Now the best thing
you can do is 'to make yourselves scarce. Now,
then, forward, march."
'
·
Away they went, almost wi~h spidei:-like precision, the loose stones and . twigs. rattling under
their feet. When th~ villains were entirely out
of sight the dashing young deadshot nodded to
his companions, and said:
"Now then, I recltow we had better hurry and
fix up things here a little better.. Of course,
thos~ fellow s will be back loo~in,g for rev<;nge. .
never yet came in contact with a gang 1ike thu,
one ap.pears to be who' didn't lopk for reveng
after being catled ,good and hard."
..
",RiJ.,ht yer are, Wild," came from the scout.

·a:

•

'

•

r

•

Young Wild West .and his partners, with the
as§istance of the two Chinamen, were. not long in
arranging things so they would be able to conceal themselces antj fire effectually in case an attack really was :made. When everything was ar
ranged to his satisfaction, the young deadshot
gave a nod and said:
"Now then, all we have got to do is to remain
on our guard. Maybe Spindler and his gang
might come back within half an hour, or they
might wait until welrtoward daylight. But they
will be back, never faer. We are going to be
disturbed before morning, just as sure as my -:name is Young Wild West."
"The sooner it comes the better it will suit me,
Wild," Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "I know jest
as well as anything that they oughter all be shot,
an' the quicker it's done the better it will be.
They're· nothin' more than a set of sneakin'
thieves, an' tl:J.ey thought they was goin' to clean
us out with no trouble. If I was I'd take a little
scout arouI)d an' see where they are."
"Is that so, Charlie?" and the young deadshot
laughed lightly. "Why, ·I was thinking of doing
that, of course. But I thought I'd wait to give
them a chance to hold a consultation first. I am
not .at all eager to hear what they are saying, for
I can well imagine that. 1n about t en or fifteen
minutes I'll leave the camp, and, _you can bet when
I come back I'll know about when they i:ntend to
make the attack upon us."
"Me likee go, too, Mi sler Wild," Hop Wah
spoke up eagerly. "M.a ybe me havee lillee fun,
so be. Me no pay tlicK in th~ee, kur days."
Wild said nothing, but· w.hen about fifteen minutes had ela_p sed he nodded to the clever Chinee
and said: .
"Come on, Hop. I reckon we'll go on a littl~
scout and see where the sneaking coyotes are."
Cheyenne Charlie shrugged his shoulders, but
said nothing as the two left the camp. But it was
evimmt.that he felt as if he should be the one to
go instead of the Chinaman. However, he never
went against anything the young dea<;lshot said
or did, and he sat there on a rock near the fire
waiting with the rest for the two to return.

. CHAPTER 111.-Hop Has "Lillee Fun."
Young Wild West was a s much satisfied that
the five· villains were somewhere close by as if
someone had reported seeing them,
With the
clever Chinee following close · at his heels, he
worked his way along over the rough ground,
lteeping straight for the part of .the canyon wher~
the trail had been lost. Hop Wah had been so
long with the young deadshot and- his companions
that he .had taught himself to be quite an expert
woodsman. The general term of woodsman refers
to a man who is capable of finding his way
through a dense forest,. and also of being able
to move about when necessity demai:ided it without being heard. _ It was the same way when
rocks and bushes were to be encountered, and
Hop had no difficulty whatever in proceeding
without making a sound. Of course, Wild wa,s
thorough in this line of business. · He could steal
up . close to the camp of an enemy without causing a twig to crackle .. This was all due to his carefulness,· apd ,it might be said his· coolness ancJ
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thought. Rather slowly the two pro'ceeded on,
and when they had covered a distance of probhundred yards the sounds made by low
ably
voices came to their ears. Hop paused, for he
expected the yQung deadshot would . do the same.
. Though -Wild heard the voices, he did not ·s top,
however; but :\{ept on: going tt little ,c loser. His
ears told him that the men who were talking
must be at least two hundred feet. from him, and
that was scarcely close enough to make out what
they were saying. A hundred feet further on
and the young deadshot raised his hand and motioned for the Chinaman to come to a halt, at
the same time stopping himself. There w.as a
giant rock. there, and, dropping upon his hands
and knees behind it, the boy crept around to the
edge and then was able to discern the forms of
Joseph Spindler and his companions standing,
near their horses in a small open space. Though ·
they were easily a hundred feet away, the boy ·
'
clearly caught some of their words . . ·
"Never mind about me making a fizzle of it,"
· he heard Spindler say; somewhat angrily. "I did .,
the best I could, but they were altogether too
sharp for me. I might have known enough to be
more · cautious after learning that it was Young
Wild West. That boy has made a great reputation, so I have hear!f, and I am sorry now that I
qidn't take more stock in the reports that have·
come to my ears · at different times. But the fact
'is, b_oys, I took it for granted that he was overestimated, and that I had easily deceived• him.
But never mind. We are after money, and whatever else we• can get· hold of that is of real value.
We are going to clean thi:m out yet, and it will
be done between now and daylight, too. Just
give me time to thfnk, and I'll formulate some
plan that will be successful, I am sure. It •is not
the first time I have .been in a rather ticklish ·position, but I am proud, to say that- I h :ve always
come out alive, and generally suc1=essful at that.'
"It's brains what counts every time, boys," 01,e
of the- men said. "Joe has sartinly got· 'em, an' a
big supply of 'em, too. There ain't lio use in gittin' mad 'cause a little-mistake was made. Blame
it all, my ear's bleedin' yet. Who would think
that a kid could shoot five times an' clip each of
our ears."
"I wouldn't want him to try for my heart or my
brains," Wild heard one of them say, and the
words were spoken jn an uneasy way.
The young dl!adshot smiled softly to himself,
and then decided to get a little closer. He had
riot yet made up his mind just what he would do,
'but as he was creeping along the side of the big
rock it occurred to him that since Hop had been
permitted ·to come with him, he might as well let
the Chinaman have wliat he called a "lillee fun.''
He paused when he reached the end of the rock,
and as Hop came up close to him, he turned his
·•
head and whispered: .
"Now then, 'if you want to have your fun with
the sneaking coyotes, you can go ahead and dq so.
But wait until I tell you. What are you going to
do, anyway, Hop?"
"Me ·no knowee, Misler Wild. You tellee me."
"I suppose you have a firecracker or some ex· ,
·.
plosive ready, haven't you?"
,
"Yes, Misler Wild." .
"Well, it's an old thing, I know, but it always
works. If you should light a big firecracker and
throw 1t ril!'ht at those fellows. timinir it so it
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would explode about the time it struck them, I
reckon there would be some fun."
• Hop nodded, and a low chuckle came from him
as he slipped a. hand in one of the many pockets
the inside of his loose-fitting coat · contained.
Wild paid no attention to him, for lie. knew quite
well that the clever Chinee was capable of carry~
ing out the . scheme, · as it might be called. He
waited until he knew Hop was ready, and then
he- turned a little to the left, and was soon
twenty feet closer to the group of men and horses
,behind another rock. There was a. tangled mass
of vines, here, but the boy JU> sooner came in contact with them than he pushed back, so he would
not cause a rustling' sound to be heard. · ·
He knew pretty well that they were hardly
close enough yet for the clever Chinee to make
a pei;fect throw when he hurled· the firecracker, so
avoiding the "vines he went still closer to the
rock, and then found arr easy way to get within
twenty feet of th!) group. Hop came along after
him, not causing· the least sound. He was upon
his• hands and knees now~ but the young deadshot
remained upon his feet, moving along in a crouching attitude. There were so many rocks of all
sizes and shapes that it was quite easy to get behind one when the young deadshot thought they
were close enough. It was not that he feared being shot by the villains, for he knew pretty well
thnt when the firecracker exploded they would.
hardly think of iihooting for a few seconds;
. "Well," he heard Joseph Spindler say, in a
voice that told that he had come to some sort;.lof
conclusion, "the best way to do is to wait until
a little after midnight. Of course, they will keep
a watch over at the camp, but it may be that the
men on watch, •or the boy, _possibly., for there are
two of them there, might be dozing at the time-.
People generally feel quite sleepy a little after
·
•
~
midnight.,.,
- ~ "How are we goin' to · do it, Captain Joe?" one
of the ruffians asked.
"Simply get · around to the other side of the
camp, and then crawl up without making the least
sound. I am pretty sure that we cari manage to
ge_t within a few yards of them without being
seen. Then the first thing to do will be to shoot
the fellow who is on watch. Two of us can fire
at him, so as to make a sure thing of it. Naturally, those asleep will- be awakened and they'll
rush out of the tent before tl}ey know it. Then
they can be shot down easily. I did think we
might rob them of all ·they had without killing
any of them, but now it is different. · I have decided that the only way to succeed will be to shoot
.
them down.''
"That 'Will be what you call murder, won't it,
Cap.?" another asked, in a hesitating sort of way.
"Murder, eh? Would you call it murder to
shoot a fellow after he had stood you up . and
clipped a piece from your ear with a bullet?"
"Of course not," someone in · the crowd exclaimed, speaking rather loudly.
· "Easy; there," cautioned the leader. "Not so
loud, Sam. While we are quite a little distanc.e
from that camp, the air is clear, and there is no.
breeze blowing. There's no telling just how far
the. sound of a voice might travel/'
, "Oh,• I hardly think anybody .could hear me at
the 'distance," was the complacent retort. "Who's
arot a chaw of tobacker?!'
. Wild -reached over and touched Hon on the 4fll!.
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The clever Chinee knew what was ·expected of
him, so·- he coolly struck the sulphur match, and
when it was flaming properly, touched it to the
end of -'the short fuse,. which, of course, was attaehed to· a big cracker o:f his own manufacture.
The clever Chinee no sooner heard .the fuse hissing than he raised Ul> · his -hand and hurled the
cracker straight at the five nien. It struck one
of. them with a light .thud, and then-- Bang!
A report almost as ·loud as a field-piece rang out,
echoing through the canyon. Yells of fear and
dism·ay followed instantly, of course, and the five•
men tumbled over each other in an effort to get
out of the way. Wild clapped a .hand over the
Chinaman's mouth at the very moment the -explo•
sion occun-ed, for he did not want him •to utter a
cry of exultation, which he was in the habit of
doing under such circumstances.
·
'·'Whattee mattee, Misler . Wild?" Hop whispered, as the hand was withdrawn.
, ''Keep quiet," was the reply. "There is no need
in letting them know any more than they do now.
Of . course, they may blame the explosion to us.
But just keep quiet and see what follows."
.
· The horses of the five villains had become
frightened, too; and were jumping and stam~ing
about among the rocks. Quietly the two remamed
behind the obstruction they had crept to and
watched. The smoke soon died away, and then
Wild saw one of the men trying to calm the
frightened steeds. Soon the others helped, and
the horses were caught, being halted a httle further away. The villains were talking in excited
whispers no·v, and it was not more than a few
seconds before one of them said: ·
"I reckon I've got about enough of it. I don't
want nothin' that Young Wild We~t an' his gang
has gpt, so you needn't count on me to make no.
attack on that gang, Captain Joe."
"What are you talking like that for?" was the
reply, in an angry tone of voice. "Keep your
eyes open. Someone fired some kind of a shot,
and it was an awful loud one, too. I felt the
powder burning my face, which shows that it
came from close by. There's no use in trying to
get away, for that wouldn't do. Young Wild
West has played a trick on us, that's all. He
didn't intend to kill us, that's sure. I hope he
hears what I am saying, and, of course, he must."
"You can bet your life I do," the . young deadshot retorted, from his place of concealment.
"Now then, I am going to give you fellows one
more chance. You just mount yQur horses and
get away from here. I heard what you were
talking about, and if you are wise you will steer
clear of us · and not permit us to see you again.
I reckon that will be about all, Spindler."
"Why don't yQu show yourself?" came· the bold
que~tion.
"Oh, I am not afraid to do that," and then as
quick as a flash the boy leaped from behind the
rock and stood outlined in the starlight.
There was a revolver in his hand, of course,
and it was pointed directly toward the group.
Crang ! A sharp report rang out, and a bullet
whizzed past Wild's ear. Even then he did not
want to shoot to kill, so he simply dodged back behind the rock again and• said not a word.
"Some more fireclacker, Misler Wild!" Bop
whispered eagerly.
"Yes," was the reply, in a whisper.
- ·
In a very short space of time Hop had lighted

.

the fuse of another cracker, and then with great
precision he hurled it right into the midst pf the'.
men again. Bang! Another deafening reportrang out through the· canyon, and the horses becoming very much frightened this time, kicked
an•.l ran about, throwing a couple of the men to
the ground. Two of them broke away and wept
galloping madly over the rocky ground. Then
the men started along after them, leaving the
other thr~e horse running about .in plain view of
the .young deadshot and )tis Chinese companion.
"Now, then, Hop," Wild said, nodding his head
with satisfaction, "I reckon we· may as well _go
. back to the camp . . Possibly they may not see .fit·
to attack . us tonight. But you can bet your life
if they do they'll never get awa-y alive. Come on."
Coolly the young deadshot. started back for the
camp, not being parµcular about the noise he
made, for he was dead certain that no pursuit
would be given just then. They found Charlie,Jim and the g~rls waiting for them with ·no little
degree of eagerness.
"Had . quite a tiJJ!e, I reckon," t;he scout observed, and then he turned and- looked at the
Chinaman frowningly.
;
"Whattee mattee, Misler Charlie?" Hop asked
innocently. "You nQl_..likee?"
·
"Well, I s'pose I liked it all right, but blamed
if I wouldn't·have felt a whole lot better if I had
been there to see what •happened. We heard· you
shootin' off the blamed crackers an' seen the fireworks; What become of the sneakin' -coyotes,
Wild?"
·
_
_
"Oh, they got out of sight behind the rocks,
Charlie," was the reply. "We" got up close
enough to them to hear what they were talking
about. It was their intention to come back here,
of course. Their sole purpose seems to be to rob
us, 1,ut they decided that the only ·way to do it
after what, happened when they were here. before
was to sh~t us all first. But I reckon they won't
do that vecy easily."
.
They all remained awake until after ten o'clock,
and then "\Vith Jim Dart taking the first watch
the rest turned in and went- to sleep just as
nothing had happened.

il

CHAPTER IV.-The Outlaws' Retreat.
It would be too difficult to describe the exact
feelings of Captain Joe to undertake the task.
But it can be readily guessed that they were temporarily demoralized, especially after the second
cracker was exploded by Hop Wah. It took more
thtln fi.ve minutes for anythfng like order to prevail among them. Captain Joe was the first to
recover himself, for he :was really what is termed
a cool hand. After repeatedly telling them that
the fact showep plainly that Young Wild West
had no intention of killing ·them, they became
somewhat reconciled to what had nappened, and
finally three of them, who were minus their
horses, ventured back to look for them. Fortunately for them the steeds had not seen fit to go
far away. They returned leading the horses, and
then all four declared that they would have npthinat further to do with Youn& Wild West and his
friends that night. But Spindler seemed satisfied
to let it go that way, and he did not attempt to
arsue with them.
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"We'll go home," he said, after listening to
their talk for a minute or two. "It is only by
chance that we came this way, · anyhow. I did
think when we saw that campfire that we might
pick up a few dollars . . But that's all off now.
We won't get it tonight. However, tomorrow is
another time, and we'll see what can be .done
th~~
· He was sitting upon the back of his horse as he .
said this, and without another word he turned
and made his way slowly back through the darkness. When he caine to the point where our
friends had Jost the trail through the mouptains,'
lie turned sharply to the left and approached•
what seemed to be a solid wall of rock, which
loomed up, high above them, almost shutting out
what starlight· there was coming jrom that particular side.· ·What it seemed to be and what it
really was was quite different, for instead of being solid, unbroken rock, there was a projection
running out to the ;right that hid from view· the
mouth of a cavernous place. It was rather narrow, to be sure, for ' the horsemen in single file
turned and rode into it; but it was amply larg·e
enough for the purpose, and once they got around
the sharp turn more than one sigh of relief ~1iglit
·
liave been heard.
' "Now, then, Ike, just find a torch and light it.
It's altogethe1: too dark in here to risk going
ahead, " even though --we_ have come this way so
many' times," the leader said, as he stroked the ·
back of the big black horse he was astride of.
Ike promptly responded by dismounting, and
two ·minutes later he had a lighted torch in his
hand and was extinguishing the match he had
used to light it. He mounted again, riding ahead,
and the others followed, as the flaming torch
lighted the <.vay for them. • Once they got outside
the horses were ·permitted to walk in zigzag
fashion among the rocks and bushes that fringed
the exit of the cavern, and then striking the trail,
where the ground was- very hard and stony, so
that no hoof-prints could possibly l!how, they
turned to the right and went galloping away. For
just about a mile they continued on at a fast clip,
and then Captain Joe slackened th,e pace of his
black horse, for he was in the lead, and looked
back at· his companions. The man called Ike ·had
extinguished the torch immediately upon reaching
the outlet of the cavern, and he was the nearest
to the leader. ·
"I thought we was putty ni_gh to the path,
Cap.," he called out, as he rode up and came to
a 1ialt.
"You did, eh? · It seems that IW>ne of you fellows can tell just where it is when you ride this
way in the dark. N6w then, be careful. One at a
time, and take to the brook. I'll let you go ahead
of me, for I never feel exactly ·safe when I lead
the way, since somebody might be coming along
.
_
and discover our retreat."
The ·four seemed perfectly satisfied to do as he
directed, and one by one they forced their ho1;ses
into a brook which flowed along almost even with
a big slab of rock over which the trail ran. The.
water was not more than a few inches deep, how_ever; and the captain sat there on the back of his
horse looking up and down the trail until · the
splashing made by the horses walking through the
water had almost died out. Then as• if -h e had
suddenly thought of where he was going, he gave
a nod of satisfaction and muttered:
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"Well, everything is safe. Young ·wild West
didn't see fit to · follow us, that's certain. I
feared that he might do so, but I didn't say anything about it to the boys. '1;'hey are a rather
timid lot. now, as far as Young Wild West •goes.
A mighty funny thing it was to create those explosions and send up the fireworks. I can't i-eally
understand it. But I am sure it was merely done
to frighten us." ·
Then he shrugged his shoulders, and, taking to
the stream of water, went along at a trot, regardless of the fact that his steed was making
c.o nsiderable noise. · He overtook the other four
men just as they were leaving the stream fully
two hundred feet away from the trail. It was
through a narrow chasm they were - proceeding,
and there was nothing like a trail on either side
of the brook so that even a man, much less a
horse, might hold a footing. But at the end it
was different. There was a sloping ai;;cent that
was covered by stones of all sizes, and the steelshod hoofs made a clatter {lS they went upward to
tpe dry ground. Then they struck a sort of path,
where the earth was s9rhewhat soft, and they procee'ded on at a gallop, the captain bringing up
the rear. But before they had gone a hundred
yards he was at the front, and just then ·a light
loomed 'up before them. The fact that it had ap- .
l)eared so suddenly was because .they had turned .
the bend in'· the woods, fo1· woods it was.· The •
light came from a ;;mall window in a: log cabiu, ·
and as the five horsemen rode up and dismounted, ·
a door opened and a voice called out:
"Hello!"
.
"Hello, Saram !" Spindler answered.
. "Oh, it's you, Captain Joe," came the reply, ,
and then the door was thrown wider open and
the figure of a grizzled old man- was seen in the
lamplight.
"Yes, it's me, all right. Got anything that's fit ·
to eat? We haven't eaten anything since noon.''
"I kin fix you up all right, Captain Joe. Let
,
me take your horse for .you."
"Never mind that. . There are ·enough ·hei:e to .
take care of my horse, I think. Go ahE!ad and get ,
out something for us to eat. Some good coffee is ,
needed, too."
"I'll have it for you in fifteen minutes."
So saying, the old man stepped aside, and, dis- .•
mounting, Spindler almost sprang into the cabin,,,
There were but two rooms to the structure, which
was really a good:sized one, and, as the man
turned to the light, · Spindler produced a match
and, striking it, entered a doorway to the left. A
smoky oil lamp set upon a shelf, and it was not .
long before he had lighted it. Then in the rather
dingy light that came from the camp a double ·
row of bunks might have been seen at one side.
They were over each other, much after the fashion of berths on an old-fashioned sailing vessel, ,
and blankets could be seen ·hanging from most
of them, showing that when they .had last been .
occupied those who had been there were somewhat
careless upon leaving them. It was to one of
. these at the further end and in the lower tier .
that Captain ,loe made his way. He reached in ,
under some blankets, and as his fingers came ill
contact with a leather bag, he gave a sigh of sat,
isfaction, and muttered:
"It's here all right. No 01;1e has been prying
about my bunk."
Placing the lamp on a small table, he:thre w otf
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his hat and coat, and· then taking the leather
pouch, sat down and emptied it of its contents.
There were watches, jewelry, some rolls of bills
tied u_p with strings, and more than '11 handful
of gold coins. He did not take-pains to count the
money he had dumped upon the table, but soon
put it back into the leather bag, together with
the watches and jewelry. .'!'.hen the bag was
placed in the bunk where he had taken it from,
and, leaving the lamp on the little table, Captain
Joe entered the adjoining room. Saram, the old
man, was just kindling a fire in a rusty old wooii
stove, and with an impatient shrug of his shoulders, the villainous leader of the outlaw band exclaimed:
.
"How is this? · I thought you would have the
coffee boiling by this time?"
t
"Give me time, my dear captain," the old man
answered, in a wheedling tone of voice. "You
haven't bMn here more than a couple of minutes."
"Ten minutes if it's one, Saram."
"No, no, captain. Don't say that."
"All right, then. :(\fake it five. It surely is
that much, anyhow."
•
•
The old man mumbled something over, and then
shutting the door at the end of the stove, after
putting in some more dry wood, he began bustling about, and soon had a kettle with some water
in it over the fire. Next he found a tin canister
and emptied as much as half a .pound of coffi!e in
it, after which he put on a lid. ·
"Now then, captain," he said, somewhat briskly
"wait for the coffee to boil. That's the best I
can do."
·
"I'll have to wait, though I'm as hungry as a
bear," was the reply.
"Bear! That reminds me, captain. ' You kin
have a nice bear steak for your supper."
"I don't want any bear meat. Got anything
else?"
"Some venison, then, or the chops from a nice
fat sheep."
"Give me the mutton, if you have it, Saram.
Where did you get it?"
·
"'Oh, I'm a sly old dog," and the old fellow
reached over and nudged the impatient leader of
the outlaws. "I was out upon the train yesterday when some herders were drivin' as many as
five hundred sheep a}ong. One of them happened to stray this way, and I got him."
• "Very thoughtful of you, l'fflust say. Saram,
you're a pretty good fellow, after all. Mutton ·
goes nicely. But it seems rather strange you
haven't made some bro"th which might bl! wa'l'med
up. Mutton broth now would be invigorating."
"No broth, captain,'" and Sadam shook his head.
"You can have some juicy chops cooked in the
old fryin'-pan."
"Well, get a couple on- as quickly as you can.
I rather think the boys can wait a 'little longer
than I can. I am in the habit of eating my meals
on time."
Just then the old man happened to look at him
more closely.
•
"What is the matter with your ear?" he a~ked
hurriedly.
#
"A little scratch, that's all. A sharp twig
struck me as I was riding along, or something of
the kind."
"Ohl"
Saram appeared satisfied, and pl'Oceeded to cut
off some chops from a loin of mutton he found in

a shed at the rear of the cabin. As he came back
and placed four or five of them upon the fryingpan, the rest of the gang came filing in. All
were hungry, and they sniffed.ks if they could
already smell the cooking meat and boiling coffee. Saram called them each by name, and then
he suddenly gave a start.
"Say !u -he exclaimed, turning to the leader,
"how is it all of them have been bleeding at the
left ear?"
"Funny, I suppose, isn't it?" Captain Joe answered sarcastically.
"Rather funny, captain. Strange, I might say.
It seems to me that you all' must have struck the
same twig you spoke of."
"Young Wild West's gun done that," the man
called Sam declared rather gruffly. "We run
afoul of the Champion Deadshot of the West,
Saram. He just showe·d us how straight he could
shoot."
The old man's face tui·ned deathly pale, and as
he stood there in the light, his grizzled white
beard and long gray locks hanging do)Vll, he
looked really ghostlf
\
"What's thatY" he demanded, as he seized the
speaker by the1sleev,e of his :flannel shirt. "Young
Wild West, you say?"
•
"That's just what I said, Saram. You have
heard tell of him, I know." ·
"Heard tell of him I I rec'kon I have. It was
his crowd what put an end to my boy when he
was leadin' as fine a gang of road agents as ever
done business in New Mexico. My poor boy Tom
was one of the bravest an' most dashin' road
agents what ever lived. He was a mighty quick
shot, and not .afraid .of nothin'. B'ut he wasn't
quick enough for Y ouni' Wild West, and he got
his medicine. Where is Young Wild West? I
~ould like to get ~t him and strangle him."
The old mah drepped some of the chops he had
been holding in his hand and grasped at the
empty air, while his face became livid with pas-·
sion.
"Quit that!" called out Captain Joe harshly. •
"You would stand no more show with Young Wild
West than a cat would stand with a mountain
lion. Hurry along with the chops, and p~t some
more wood on the fire so the coffee will soon boil.
Didn't -I tell you I was hungry as a bear?"
"Excuse me, Captain Joe," and the old man at
once became very meek again.
After what seemed to be a · rather long time,
something like a hearty repast ·was set upon the
rough bo3rrd table at one end of the room. Spindler was furnishid with coffee, mutton chops and
hard biscuit first of all, and the way he ate told
that he had not exaggerated when he said he was
very hungry. But gluttons that they were, their
appetites were at last appeased, and .then as if it
had been prearranged, all but the captain filed
into the adjoining room and tumbled into the ·
bunks. Captain Joe sat on a stool puffing away
at the pipe he had lighted after finishing his supper . .
· "Saram,'' he said, "don't bother yourself about
Young Wild West, for I mean to put an em!. to
him before sunset tomorrow. I suppose it would
be worth a whole lot to you to know that the boy
was dead."
The old man looked thoughtful for a moment,
and then stepping toward the speaker, put up
both hands, and exclaimerl-•
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"Show me the dead body of Young Wild West,
and I will show you where the gold is, Captain
Joe."
"Agreed! Shake hands on it."
Then the two gripped each other by the hand,
both eager and apparently delighted beyond
measure.
I

CHAPTER V.-Arietta Discovers the Entrance
to the Cavern.
The camp was not disturbed again that night1
and shortly after daylight Young Wild West ana
his partners were moving about as briskly as if
they had all put in a full eight hours' sleep. It
did not take the girls long to come out after they
beard them moving about, and then Wing made
his appearance from the tent, and after taking a
wash at the brook, started in with the prepara•
tions for breakfast. Hop was sleeping as yet,
and when the scout noticed this, a broad grin
shone on his face, and, winking at Wild, he said:
"I reckon now would be a good time for Wing
to git square on that heathen brother of his. You
know how Hop's got a way of slammin' Wing
around when he ketches him asleep in the daytime, don't you?"
' "I know -all about it, .Charlie. But if I were
you I wouldn't take a hand in it. If Win~ sees
fit to try and get square himself, it's all right."
"Oh, of course I ain't goin' to do nothin',"
Cheyenne Charlie declared, looking as solemn as
an owl. I'm jest goin' to tell Wing what to do."
The cook was listening, and a grin at once
·
showed itself upon his yellow face.
"Whattee you talkee 'bouttee,' Misler Charlie?"
he asked, as he got the fire going in his pate.nt
stove and paused for a moment.
"Hop's in the te~ asleep, ain't he, Wing?"
"Lat light. He hke.e slet!pee velly muchee."
"But not half as mu.ch as you do, though."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me sleepee
when me no gottee somethling to do." •
"And sometimes Hop's got a way of puttin' a
rope around your feet or chuckin' water on yer to
wake yer up, ain't he?"
"Lat light, Misler Charlie."
"Well, if you want to git square with him 7ou
would have a mighty good chance right now.'
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. Maybe you puttee
water in um coffee-pot while me wakee my
blother.''
"I'll do that all right," and Charlie promptly
picked up a kettle and started for the brook.
But he did ·not go all the way to do it_. for he
was watching the cook to see what he could do.
While Wing was not half as good as Hop at practical joking, he was going to rouse Hop in a
rather sudden manner. He thought for a momen,, and tried to bring to mind all the different
ways he had been aroused by his brother. Sometimes it was done by the explosion of a firecracker,
and at others by a pail of cold water, while, as
Charlie said, very often a rope had been attached
about his ankles and he had been dragged forcibly
·~m the tent before he knew what had happened. He decided to giv~ Hop a taste of his own

. ·
medicine.
Looking about the camp, he q11ickly found a
lariat coiled and ready for use, and, taking poseession of it. he stepped softl:v to the tent. Not
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only Charlie was watching him n w, but all hands
were interested, and it is safe to say that not one
of them objected to what was about to happen.
~op _really was a _great topnent ~o his brother,
a~d if he had a trick played on him it might do
him good. The clever Chinee • was sleeping
soundly fl.at upon his back, and as Wing sneaked
~oftly in ~he tent ne did not dist'!lrb him. Stoopmg to the gl'ound, he had no difficulty in tying
the end of the rope about his ankles. Then out he
went, coiling the rope as he did so. Charlie had
not yet got the water in the coffee-pot, and putting it down, he s~pped toward the cook.
"Say, Wing," he said in a whisper, "there's a
good stout limb stickin' out from that tree right
over your head. S'pose you was to chuck the ·
other end of the rope over it."
The Chinaman looked up and gave a nod of
·
satisfaction.
. '.'Lat. velly nic~E:• Misler Charlie," he said, and
then without waitmg a moment he threw the coil
'
of rope over the limb.
As it ~ame ·down upon the other side he caught
hold of it ;ind then looked at the scout question.
ingly.
''Don't you know what to do now?" Charlie
asked.
"Me knowee, Misler Charlie."
"·Well, go ahead and do it. I'll git the water
for the coffee.''
Charlie backed to where he had put the kettle
on the ground, and just as he was about to pick it
up the cook gave a hard pull upon the rope, lend·
ing -all his weight to it.
"Hip hi! Whatti,e mattee?" came f;om the
tent, and then out shot Hop Wah, feet foremost.
"Pull away, heathen," Charlie yelled. "Don't
•
let him git th& best of y<11.1."
Wing did pull away, and Hop went bun/ping
over the ground, doine: his bei;t to save himself
with his hangs. But in spite of anything he
could do, his feet shot into the air, and the next
minute he was dangling from the limb of the tree
'
his head fully three feet from the ground.
"Whattee me do now, Misler Charlie?" Wing
called out, as he held hard upon the rope.
"I don't care what you do, heathen. You might
le; go an' let him fall an' break his neck, or you
might make the end of the rope fast to somethin'
)
an' l~t him hang there."
Wmg must have thought the latter suggestio11
was the better, for he quickly stepped over to a
tree and wound the rope about it several times,
and then knotting it so it could not slip. Hop
had ceased yelling, for the moment he saw his
brother was at the other end of the rope he realized what was going on. But he did considerable struggling, and those looking on could not
help laughing. However, Hop Wah was not the
fellow to give up easily. The rope was' attached
about his ankles, but he had his -hands free, and
it was not long before he drew himself upward
and managed to seize the rope. Having once done
this, he ,kept on pulling himself upward and
quickly reached the limb of the tree. Then it was
quite easy for him to unfasten the rope from his
ankles.
"Velly muchee smartee tlick, my fool blother,''
he called out, trying to make it appear that he
was cool and not at all offended.
But the look that shone from his eves told Chev-
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enne Charlie plainly that Wing had better look I've -said a whole lot of times I wouldn't try it
out. '
ag'in. But somehow I can't help it every tU11-e I
"Me stay uppee um tlee lillee while," ·Hop went think I see a chance."
·
on, bowing to tliose standing about. "Me velly
"You no see velly muchee light, Misler Charsmartee Chinee. My fool blother play nicee lillee lie," Hop ·called out tauntingly. "You likee plenty
tlick on me. Lat allee light. Me gittee square fun, but you no gittee my best of me. Me velly
sometimee."
. .
smartee Chinee."
"You no gittee squa1·e1 Hop," Wing answered
"You velly muchee foolee," snorted Wing, as he
quickly. "You wakee me velly 'muchee. Me threw down the rope and brushed the dirt from
wakee you and me gittee square."
his clothing. f'You no wantee · me cookee um
"Lat allee light, my fool blother. You waitee." bleakfast."
Then the clever Chinee balanced himself ui;>on
"Me no stoppee you, my fool blother," Ho11-.dethe limb and proceeded to carefully coil the lariat. clared, and then sttll grinning broadly, he walked
When he reached the end of it he fixed up the over to where the horses were tied and proceeded
loop so it ·could be used as a lasso, and then held to change their positions, so they might have a
it in his hand, ,showing that he was ready to use better chance to get what grass and green stuff
it. But Wing did not seem to see it this way, for that was to be found there.
he kept on with the preparations for breakfast.
The funny incident would have ' sel'ved to put
Charlie got him the kettle of water, and it was everyone in a good humor even if they had felt
soon hanging over the fire.
but of sorts, and there ·was much laughing and
"Going to stay up there ·all day, Hop?" Jim talking about it as the breakfast was oeing pre~
Dart asked laughingly.
pared. Hop finished his work, and then after pay"Me comee down pletty ·soonee, Misler Jim," ing attention to the cool water in the brook for
was the reply. "Me velly smartee Chinee."
a few minutes he came back, drying himself with
"I don't see as there's anything very smart in a coarse towel, his eyes beaming with satisfaction.
you sitting up there."
Wing was not in nearly as good a humor as his .
"Lat allee light. Me allee samee bird lis morn- brother, but he said nothing, and worked away
ing. Me likee sittee on um limb."
diligently. Breakfast was eaten, and everyone
"You're a bird all right, but you're one what was· satisfied with it; and then preparations were
ain't got no wings," the sc.out declared, grinning at once begun to break camp and go back to the
broadly. "But say," he added, turning• to Wild, place where they had lost the trail in the canyon.
"how would a nice big bird go for breakfast?" It
"Now ' then, boys," the youn~ deadshot said,
ain't very often you see as big a one as that settin' J;lodding to his two partners, "1t isn't very far
on the hmb of a tree." ·
·
· - •
that we have- to go, and once we get there we
Then the scout made a m ve as if he intended want to see -to it that we don't -leave that part of
to get his rifle. At the same moment Wing ·· the mountain-until we find where those who have
· stepped away from the fire to get somethin-g · that been . occasionally riding through · the mountain
was needed. The two '}'ere pretty.close together; turn off. As~far as we could notice, there was
but that · made no difference to }{op. He cleverly nothing in the way of an opening at either · side
reached down with his hands and let go the lariat. of the canyon. But it strikes me that there must
The loop was a wide one, and as it flew through be, and that the trail proceeds through some narthe air it spread out over both Charlie and Wing. row path that was unobserved by us. We'll find
A quick jerk and the Chinaman in the tree had it, if there's such a thing ther_e ."
caught them both.
·
"You kin ·bet youx:. life we will, Wildt" ·the scout
"Hip hi, hoolay!" he called out, and then down exclaimed. ,"There's one thing sartin, there ai~'t
he slid from the limb, holding fast to the rope, nobody who s ever gone any further than we did
which, naturally, tightened instantlr.
·
.
on.. horseback."
.
.
Charlie was caught about the waist and Wmg
No, I am pretty well satisfied of that. The
had one hand above the nose and the other below further we tried to get th_e worse it was."
it. Both were almost ierked from their feet for
The pack-horses were loaded, and then all
it was not an easy drop that Hop made, and the hands mounted and took the back track. They did
next thing they knew they were rolling upon the not have to go very far before they came to the
ground for the combined weight of the two was spot where remnants of the two firecrackers Hop
more than equal to that of•the clever Chinee who had exploded · the night before could be found
let yo the rope. the moment he landed upo:i the scattered about the ground .
.ground.
·
.
''.Here's where the rasca}ly g;~ng were grouped_
"Evelythling allee light now," Hop declared, .as, when we ~aw them last _mght, the young deadhe began dancing about showing the glee he fpJt. shot explained, as he pomted out the exact spot.
"My fool.blother w.akee 'me uppee and me ketchee
"T~ey all run _ba~k that way, didn't ~hey?"_
hlm and Mislr Charlie,- too. · Maybe Misler Char- Charlie asked, pomtmg further on. . .
• .
He telle him wakee me."
: "Yes, but most . of them dodged behind the
As soon as he could extricate himself from the rocks after the displ\lY of - fireworks. Maybe if
rope the scout made .a leap for the Chinaman. we look closely at the ground we might be able
But Young Wild West quickly interfered.
to discover the fresh tracks of the horses."
.
"Hold on, Charlie," he said quietly. "I reckon
As the boy said this he reined in the · sorrel
you had better let it drop . . lt was you who sug- st.illion and quickly dismoµnted. Leading the.
ge.1ted that Wing should wake Hop, and if you got animal along, he carefully scrutinized the g r ound. .
roped just no)" .it's your own fault and you But jt was so rocky for the most part that)t was.
shouldn't .have 11ny hard· feeli11gs toward him."
only here and there he could see anytht!1g that ·
"I reckon that's- right, Wild," and the scout be- resembled a hoof-mark.. The rest rode along after
came mollified at once. "There ain't no use in him, all keeping their eyes upgn th e ground. ·
tryin' to git the bes~ of that heathen, anyhow. Fi11ally they came to ~hat they ha <i._at first takeD ·
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for · the -end -.of the trail. Then all hands dismounted.
"Well, Wild," Arietta said, nodding to the
young deadshot, ·" it seems that if anyone came a s
•. far as here .they would have. to turn back or else
-. tu.rn .to the -r ,ight or left."
"That's just it, Et. But if you look at either
side y.9u can see ;nothing that. looks like an opening."
.
"No. that'.s true. Still, there might be one."
•"Oh, yes. That's for us to find out. Now then,
we'll leave the horses here and make an· examinati-0~. • You. come with ·me to the left, and we'll
rs
how lucky_-we are."
_ . They stepped over to what seemed to be a solid
wall of, rock; . and then Arietta had :not moved
more than ten paces before she came to the hidden
;-Cl~ft. ,
."Here we are, Wild," the girl exclaimed jauntily. -"I have found it the first thing."
•~so yo·u have;'' the young deadshot .answered,
· nodding his head appl'Ovingly, while a smile lit
•UP his handsome f.al!e, • "Just as easy as pie; as
. the saying gqes. Why, there's a fre sh dent in the
rock right- there.. Somebody went through here
with ,hC>rse recently, and you can bet on that."
,The two quickly stepped around the sharp point
of rock, and as they disappeared from view theil'
comnanions at once started for that side of the
cany_on. 'Wild and Arietta went no further than
to find out that it really was the entrance. to a
cavern. - Jl1en they turned and .c ame out just in
-time to.meet Charlie and Jim.
.
';.,A ca".e,,. -eh?" Dart said., nodding his head with
salfsfact10n. .
. ·
.
."I i·eckon so, an(i a mighty big one, too," was
t4e reply. _
.
"Thi:, is th~ way th.e trail . goes, then."
"'
. "Quite -likely. It either goes .on -u nderground to
swue· ot.her oµtlet, or to the headquarters -of some
gang of outlaws. I imagine that we might find
Spindler and his gang in . there no,q." .
, ·
"You kin bet that'.s jest what the matte·r is!"
t~ scout excl~imed. "Most likely... that gang is
doin'. hgsiness along -this, trail, a:n' their hidin'
place is in the cave ,here."
·
:
"I can't say"as to tbat, Charlie," and. the young
deadshot shook his head. "For,my 'part, it doesn't
appear as . if there could be much business done
.on this -particular trail. Another thing, this is as
.fa.r a.s it leads .. · But it may be that there is a
·inor.e. frequented trail somey.he.r e -,close QY, and
that· this is -tl\e headquarters of. the gang. We'll
fuid out ,all. about it if it takes all day." . . . _
The boy then looked about upon the ground,
-Jmd by &Ping a. short distance over-the back trail,
sa,tisfied -~imself that the narrow entrance to the
cavern .w as really the continuati.o n of the trail.

to

"mght you · a1:e,, Wild. I'm just the feller
go with you, an' you kin bet on it," was the reply.
. Then the scout turned and looked triumphantly
at Hop Wah, who was sitting calmly on the back
of his piebald cayuse.
·
.
,
"Me go, toq, Misler Wild," the clever Chinc;ie
called out, probably fqr the purpose of angering
~

~KOOL .

'

"Not thrs time, Hop," was the reply. "I reckon
Charlie will be the one to go with me."
"Ha, ha, ha!" the scout' laughed, pointing a
finger at him.
•·Lat allee lignt, Misler Charlie,· Maybe you no
havee some fun."
"I ain't lookin' for fun exactly. I'm lookin' to
clean l:IP Spindler an' his gang. You kin bet your
life · that they're somewhere in this .here c-av:e, an' '
me an' Wild ..will find 'em,· too."
"Not quite so loud, Charlie," the young dead.shot cautioned, for the scout had . forgotten hj~self ·and was speaking in a tone o:( voice that
might easily be heard a considerable distance. "Lere!" exclaimed Hop. "Misler Charlie allee
samee bigee foolee. He lette uin bad Melican men
knowee lat he comee."
This ange1·ed the scout somewhat, but he made
no reply. Jim and the girls went back to . whe1'e
they had left the horses standing, and then they
were not long in getting them behind the rocks
and in a position from which th,ey · could watch •
the entrance o,f the cavern. Seeing · that everything .wa:, all right, the young deadshot. nodded
to the scou e' and :,aid:
·.
·
"Come on, Charlie. We'll venture inside. May;be .,yo\l had better•get a candle fro~ Hop, for we
may need it.'" ., •
.• . · .
"All right;if h_e 'll give me one.'' ,
~ (. -~
l:lop _quickly tossed him a piece of candle which
he had in one of his potkets.
. .
.
."Takee, Misler Charlie. You velly nicee Melican-:rn.an," he said grinningly. . .
·'· ·. ,
_The sc.o ut made . some growling sort ·of reply,
·an:d then followed the young deadsl\ot to the face
of the cliff. Wild led the way aroul).d the sh~p
corner, and the next moment the. two wer.e inside
th_e dark cavei:n. . They listened, but could not
hear a sound that would i:ndicate that there.
anyone in the cavern. Then Wild ,.led, t~·~ way
·back a:, fat .as he could see, and discovered a
rather wide passage. lie' .waited until . Charlie
joined him, and, ~hen whispered:' · ·~- · ·
"Light the, candle. We'll have to take . tile
~han:c~s on it. I .want· to see if' there is' anything
h~e a path tl).is way."
.·
• .·.
. .
_ ·
· Charlie lighted the candle, and" shading it ,By
his hat, knelt to the ground. A coating of dust
had settled there, an<!,' when they sa_w the 'prints
of both .mens' feet _and; horses' hoofs,· they . knew
they we,:e on t~e right 'track. Wild arose and
started jlOftly . ahead, the scout fo)lowing him,
CHAPTER VI.-Wild Decides to Round Up the shieldin_g th~ lighted candle . with his hat just so
·
.
Outlaws.
·
.
there was hght enough for the boy to see his
w~y. They confinued on until they came to a ".ery
' 'A lways _cautious when he lmew he was dealing wide space, and theh as they made an examma:wi~ desperate criminals, Yoµng Wild West _tion of the ground they foup.d that they could no
formed a plan of action.
· · longer see anything like .any sort of prints. There
· '"Charlie;'' he said_, nodding to the scout, "I was a draught of air blowing through"-and this
reckon you and I will go in an9, ~ake an investi- no doubt swept away the_dust, so that none could ·
·gation. The rest can remain .a few ya-ids from be made. As they looked about they, could see the
'li'ere behind the rocks, for in case we should come dtm formatil9n of galleries on all sides, which
Ciiit- in a hurtY, pursued by the scoundrels, they told that the cavern might be the biggest oner
would ·be in no danger of being shot."
with. passages leadi,n~ in all directions, some· ot
~-"-'
.
.

was

·> . ·

,

•

'
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them to end abruptly, and others probably to lead
to the daylight. But it was impossible for them
to tell which way to go, so after satisfying himself that they were going about straight · from
t he entrance; Wild st art ed on a gain. They
walked along for at least a hundred yards, and
then found nothing but a small passage before
them, since it closed in abruptly at bqth sides.
Once more an examination was made of the rocky
flooring of the cavern. There were no marks
there.
"I reckon we came the wrong way, Char lie.
We'll have to go back and try another direction,"
the young deadshot said, in his cool and easy
way.
, "Right yer are, Wild," was the reply. 1'This
is what I call a mighty big cave, an' there's no
tellin' where them sneakin' coyotes might be."
"Probably they have gone on through it, Charlie. If you remember, there is a very high r idge
running from the ed~e of the cliff back for a mile
or so. It might be that this is a hollow under it."
"Might be, that's a .fact. There's more caves
in New Mexico an' Arizona than in the other
part of the world, I reckon."
They w ent on back to the vast chamber again,
a.n d tl1en after looking around a little, managed
to find some hoof-prints. But they were quickly
lost, anp then Young Wild West went back a
short distance and soon satisfied himself as to
the direction they were going. Then he located
the course, and the two went on andr were not
long in coming to the outlet the outlaws had gone
through the night before. When they saw a trail
that showed signs -of being· much traveled,-- both
understood pretty well that even it the villainous
gang did not have a hem.lquarter11 in the cavern,
they must have orie somewl}ere clol!8 by. No doubt
they worked a s road ~ents, preymg upon those
who traveled over the trail. It was easy to guess
that they sometimes went around through the
·canyon, and tliat it happened t.pat they were going that way to avoid being seen when they came
in sight of the camp-fire the night before.
· "Well, Charlie," the young deadshot said coolly,
"I d.oubt if we will be able to find those fellows
right away, so I propose that we go back and
bring the rest through _with us."
"That's about the best thing to do," was the
.
re~
"Come on, then,"
They turned and went back into the cavern and
had no trouble at all in reachin_g the other side.
• As they came out they found Jim and the girls
waiting expectantly.
"What luck, Wild?" Arietta asked.
"Oh, we didn't find the villains, but we went on
through a mighty big cavern and struck a ~rail
at the other side of the ridge. I had an idea that
the ridge was a great deal wider than it is. It's
only a couple of hundred yards through. We got
on the wrong tra ck at first, but it ,didn't take us
long to find the right way. ·Hop can light a lantern, and we'll ride right .through on horseback."
Five minutes later all hands were in the cave
and riding along in single file. The passage
through the underground place was made in quick
order, and once they got outside into the sunli ght
again, the g irls. declared that they were r ather
glad, for it was certainly dark _!!.nd somber in :the
.
cavern.
"Which way are you goin' now, Wild'? " Chey_..

enne Charlie a sked, a s he saw the young deadshot look up and down the trail in a thoughtful
way.
"I can't quite make up my mind, Charlie," was
the r eply. "The fact that we have found the way
through a caver n from tlie canyon to the trail •
here makes me feel as if we ought to remain here
a while and watch for the hiding place of Spindler and his gang! '
"Je$t what I thought you would say. You bet.,
I'll be with you if you do tha t. It will make a little extra trouble if we find a place near l>y to
camp ag'in. But I r eckon the two heathens won't
mind it. We're hirin' 'em to do the .work, an' it
makes no difference if they have to unload the
pack-horses an' load 'em ag'in a dozen times a
.
day."
Neither Hop nor Wing appeared to notice what
the scout said, though he looked at them and grinned slightly. · Our hero now dismounted, and the
rest followed suit. Leaving Spitfire at the side of
the trail, he again examined the ground closely all
the way to the opening they had come through.
But there was a mass of ·uneven rocks stretching all around and it was so blunt-like that nothing like hoof-prints were to be seen. The trail
crossed this -patch of rock for-some little distance,
but this did not prevent the.boy from finding that. ,
the tracks were fresher at the right of the cavern, '
and that they were going tha t way. Beyond the
face of the cliff they ha d emerged from lay a
comparatively even stretch of country foi; several ·
miles. Of course, it was rather rocky, as here and
there mounds of earth and rock reared themselvfii,
and there was quite an abundance -of -vegetati,olr, ·
some of it being. groves of evergreen and other
- trees common to that part of New Mexico. It was
.
very quiet.
As far as the eye coold reach nothing could be
seen except now and then a bhtl as it flew from
one grove to another. Beyond them a little the
sounds !Dade ·by -falling water .could be ·heard., and •
this seemetl to suggest that there might be a good
camping place there, so Young Wild West finally
gave the word and they all mounted and rode toward it. As they rounded a bend in the trail they
came in sight of an ideal spot to stop at, especially
. when they knew they might be attacked by a band
of outlaws at any time. An overhanging ledge at
a distance of fifteen or twenty feet above the
ground spi:ead out, forming a large liollow underneath. This would not only prevent them from
being dampened in case it should rain, but was as
secure from an attack from above. As Wild rode
up to it he gave a nod of satisfaction, and said:
"I reckon if we are going to stay around here·
so we can't hunt for the outlaw gang, this will be
the proper place to camp at. But I don't want to
do something that isn't satisfactory to the rest
of you. We can go on over the trail, and probably we'll strike a m ining camp or some · little
· tow:i;i. before night."
"Do just as you think best, Wild," Arietta
spoke up. "I know it is your earnest desire to
round up the g a ng who t r ied to rob us last night,
especially if they make an attempt to attack us
again. If we stay here I am quite confident that
they will attack us, and if we go on they may
follow us and do it when we are 'not thinkin g of
.
•
them."
'~That's the way to talk, little girl," the young
deadshot exclai med, smiling at her. "You have-
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· got the r eal thing in you. You know pretty well ed, as he sat down near him and thr ew ·his rifle
that such fellows as Spindler and his men across his knee."
"That's just what I'm thinking, Charlie."
shouldn't be at large, and you're willing to do all
· "Well, I'm thinkin' that way, too, then," and
you can to break up the gang."
the nod he gave told ·plainly that Cheyenne Char"I certainly am, Wild."
lie depended greatly upon the young deadshot· to
"Aftd so am I," Anna said, quietly.
fm;nish some of his food for thought.
"Me, too," Eloise added.
Having nothing else to do;· the girls began
, "Wild, I reckon that about settles it, then," Jim
· Dart exclaimed, as he looked smilingly at his looking over the different articles of their ward •
·sweetheart. "Eloise- is the-more timid of the girls, robe; and finding those that needed fixing up, they
~and if she -is satisfied-to lend what a ssistance she produced needle and thread and got ·busy. Mean•can in · rounding up the outlaws, · that ought.. to while the young· deadshot and his two partners
were keeping a sharp watch all around them. The
settle it."
"I reckon it does settle it, Jim," Cheyenne two Chinamen having nothing else to do, sat idle
_ Charlie declared, and then he looked at Wild near the tents, and it was not long before Wing
fell to dozing. The moment he was a sleep Hop
questioningly.
. "You have got it rig-ht, Charlie," the young showed signs of having il strong desire to play -a
"deadshot said, in his cool and easy way. "-He1·e's trick on him.
But Wild quickly stopped this by simply making
where we'll stop, and in case we don't find the out-laws to-day or to-night,, we'll stay here· a while a motion to him. They had been there perhaps
_to-morrow. But something tells me that they wel half an hour after the camp had been put in
· show up before ·that time,""llnd· then we'll have a shape when a footfall was heard $lightly off to
-very ..good reason to, take' them· in hand; You -C-a n , the right and where there was quite an ob's truc':bet that they won't have the chahce to get a way • tion of solid .rock. Instantly all eyes were turned
in the direction the sound came from. But no
.
the next time we meet them."
It ft had not been that the girls needed a sleep- o~e appeared, though the young deadshot and
·ing quarters, tt would · not have been necessary to his partners-; a s well a s Arietta, were positive
·erect the tents at all for the climate was warm that the sound had been made by a per.son walk·and balmy, and a s has before been stated, they ing in a .stealthy mariner. Young Wild West said
.could easily have been protected from the rain in - not a w-ord, and ' waving his hand warningly so
-case it fell by the wide, overhanging ledge. But that the rest might understand that they were
·the young deadshot told· the Chinamen- to go ahead to stay right where they were, he dr ew one o:f
with their work, after pointing out where the his revolvers and started in a stealthy -way for
·
· •·
·tents should be erected, and the two lost no time the rock¥ obstruction.
As the boy got half way around it he heard the ·.
•in getting at it. So used, to doin_g it were they
· unmistakable sounds of a person walking within
that it did not seem to be much of a ,task.
"There yer are!" the ·s_cout exclaimed, nodding a few feet of -him. 4].ways ready to meet an en-his head approvingly. "If that gang sheuld hap- emy, whether it was in the light or dark; the dashpen to get up 'to the top of the cliff and tumble ing young deadshot J eaped away from the rock
1,1tones down this way, --they coultln't hit us irr a and then came face to face with a. grizzled old ·
•:fttonth: The·o:nly way the kin git at u s is to COIIlC" ma.n, who was ·half- kneeling.. with a rifle· in his
right up in plain sight. I reckon we've got 'em hands The old man was no other than Saram
'
,dead,to rights now, an' I d<r hope that they'll come the housekeeper for the gang of outJaws.
after us mighty quick. If they don't we'll have
·to go after 'em, that's all."
"That's the idea, Charlie.- Since we have decided to run them down we may a s well get right
CHAPTER VI~.-=Old Saram.
at i t," Wild answered in his cool and easy way.
• It happened that a few yards from the camp,
If either of the two were surprised, it was cer and very close to the tiny waterfall that came
·down from the rocks above, there was plenty of tainly wa s old Sarame Evidently he had come up
luxuriant grass. It wa s not always Young Wild a s dose as he dared to the camp, and was trying
West's party had oats for their horses, but the to g et around the obstruction of rock so that he
steeds were natives of the West, and were har dy . might shoot the boy he had sworn to kill the night
and strong, and like all those raised there, de• b~fo_re. But ~o see him appear suddenly before
pended a great deal upon the o_rdinary fodder him caused him to almost drop his. rifle and start
that nature provided. All of t hem were a s fat a s to his feet.
" Hello, stranger!" Young Wild West -said in his
they were strong a.nd active, a nd this certainly
was quite enough .to enable them to perform the cool_ ~nd easy -way. ""What are you doing h ere ?
task -t hat was r equir ed of them. It being still 'very Waitmg to g et a shot at a bear or something?"
"Who--who are you?" gasped the old fellow, a s
early in the mor ning , Young Wild West hesi:
tated about beginning the search for Spindler and he quickly recovered his composure.
"That doesn't matter. , But what were you tryhis men. He thought that probably they might
"
have watched, and that if they waited a while the ing to get a shot at?"
.
"Nothin'."
villains would show up.
"Oh, yes, you were. You were crouching there
"Boys," he said to his t w9 partners, as he
threw a folded 'blanket upon a rock and sat ·down ready to take a quick aim i!,nd pull the trigger of
upon it, "I reckon we may as well stay here a that rifle you have in your hands."
"Who are yer?" Saram asked, this time almost
while. It will be rather tedious, but if we do wait,
.
fiercely.
aomething might turn up." .
"You're thinkin' that .the· sneakin' coyotes-might
"Well, if it will do you ·any good to know, my
ahow themselves. ain't you, Wild?" the scout ask- n,µne is Youn1r Wild West." ·
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"I-I thought so," and Saram's eyes blazed with enne Charlie answered. "How · in t h undei: did he ·:
know who. war, here?"
\
anger.
" Oh, probably that can be .easily be guessed.· I •,
· "Why, what's the matter with you, strang er?
reckon he's one of Spindler.'s gang."
·
You act as if you ha ted me."
"I don '.t know nothin' about Joe Spindler,"
"Hate you! Why shouldn't I hate you, Young
spoke u p ~ar a m, shaking hi s head in ·a veEy posi- ·
Wild West ? Didn 't you shoot my boy ?" ·
tive way. " Don't say t h at I belong. to his gang."
"I never shot your boy a s f a r a s I know."
'IBy saying you don't know a nything about ·him
Wild was somewhat sur pri sed now, for he could
rea dily understand that the old fellow was al?out simply proves that you do," Wild answer ed. "Now
then, old fellow, I am .going to- give· it t o you
ready t o t ell,r him t o pieces.
·
"Well, you did, an' I know you did. You shot r,t rai ght. If I t hink you are lying one little bit
him in a fig ht when you was bus.t in ' u p a gang while we a re talking, I am g oing to send you to
t he Happy Hu nting Grounds, as the redskins
that was tl'yin' to wipe you out:"'
·
"Oh, if th at's t he case, I· can 't say t hat I'm sometimes say. You hear what I say."
sorry, old f ellow. But who are you, an yho,v ?"
"Don't kilt' me, don 't kill m e !" and once more
"It ain't none o-f you r bu~ine&s who I am. I t he old man showed signs of" fe ar.
·
'
know that you shot an'•killed my boy. H e might
Wild caused him to sit u pon a · stone, and ·then
have been with a ha d g-arig. an' maybe he was becoming r,omewh·a t t·eassur ed, Sar am l!)Oked- the
tryin' to kill yer. Bnt t hat don't make no differ- camp ov.er. It happened that Hop for some reason
ence. You killed h im , an' t hat settles it."
or other had slipped away behind the · rocks,' and
"I r eckon it does settle it ,st r anger . If he'i:; dead Wing was th e only Chi naman . to be seen there
he certainly will have to remain that way. When just then. Wild watc ed the old fellow ·closely as
a 'person di ei:; th at settles them, you know."
he sa w him looking at each individual member of
the camp. He waited until his eyes turned toward
." It don't settle it with me."
·
'"It doesn't, eh? Now you jm,t keep that r ifle him, and then said:
pointed toward the gr ound. If. you don't I may
"Well, you have been sizing up thin.gs pretty
take a notion to kill you. A s far as shooting your well, I reckon. You &ee. that there are one Dian,
bo:y is concerned,.1I can't recollect when or where two boys, three girls and one Chinaman here,
it happened. I am not going to try to, either, for don't you?"
··
you have said enough to convince .me that he was
"I don't know as I could have told that if J
deservjng of being shot. Maybe you have a right went away f r om here," Saram answered, shrugto be &ngry about it, for it is a pretty sure thing ging his shoulders.
that you must be som ething like he was. If I were
"Oh, yes, you could. ·you have looked at the
going to make a wager, I'd lay a hundred dollars face of each one of u s closely, and you certainly
to five that you are an outlaw yourself.'. '
would remember either of them if you saw them
Sararo half raised his rifle, and knowing that · a.gain. Now· then, you have got it Just right. The
he undoubtedly woulcl shoot if he got the chance, Chinaman over there acts a s if he'& asleep, don't
Wild reached out quickly and tore it from his he?"
•
•
grasp.
"Maybe he does!'
"Well, he has a way of going to sleep ever,
"Now then, my friend," he said, in his cool and
'
.
easy way, "you just come with me. I reckon it time he gets the chance."
. Wild was talking this way so that Hop, who
will be worth while to talk to you a few minutes."
"I won't come with,yer: Give me back my rifle," must certainly be within hearing, would keep out •
and SaFam sprang forward to get possession Of of sight. It had occurred to him that the clever
Chinee might be able to assist them greatly in a
the weapon again.
Wild would not have harmed· him the lear,t bit, very few minutes. But neither of his companions
·
for he had a ·certain feeling of pity for the old had the least idea: of this.
man. But he knew he must frighten him into • "Are you going to tell me your name?" the boy
·· ·
submission, so as quick a s ~; flash he pressed the said, after a short p ause.
"What's the difference whether I do or not?•
muzzle of his revolver squarely against the man's
"Oh, it doesn't make any material difference,
mouth, and exclaimed:
I'll call you old fellow, then."
"Stop that! Come with me or I'll blow your
"I'm about old enough to be your· grandfather,
head from your shoulder r,." '
\,
ain't' I?"
The words were spoken in such a ringing· way
"Yes, you look- s~. But si-nce you don't care to
that old Saram was instantly cowed.
tell your name, probably you will let us know
"Don't shoot, don't shoot!". he cried, throwing where you live."
up both hands, his face turning almost as white
"I live in Zigzag Flat, which is about twenty
as the beard upon it.
miles from here."
.,
"Come with me, I say!" commanded the young
'"Oh, you do, eh? Which direction is the Flat
deadshot, acting a& if he was very angry and from here?"
'
ready to shoot.
"That way," and the old man pointed down
"Don't kill me," was the reply. "I'll go with the trail.
ye."
.
Wild did not know whether he was lying or
Taking him by the ann, Wild conducted him not, but he did not care much, for that matter.
around the big rock and saw his companions wait- He simply wanted to cause his prisoner to let
ing there, their rifles ready to shoot.
something slip, that would giv,e them an idea a■
"It's nil right," he called out, smilinglj. "Only to where the outlaw band had its headquarters.
an old man, that's all. He- was waitting fqr a
"So you live twenty miles from here, eh?" he
chance to shoot me."
a sked, after another pause. "We know what you wa1 talkin' about," Chey"Yes; don't you believe it?"
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"Certainly I believe you. I t old you if I- ca ught
you lying I was g oing to shoot you, didn't I"!"
1 "Well, my home is in Zigza g Flat," and ·Saram
showed just the least signs of uneasiness again.
"You're not there very often, I take it ?"
"Maybe not a great deal. I ma!,e my Jivin' by
huntin' an' trappin', an' sometimes I stay up
this way for as long as a month a t a time."
"Camped around here somewhere now, ·1 suppose?"
"Yes," was the r eply, with some little 1·eluctance;
- "Got many pelts ?"
"Quite some."
- "Have you m et Joe Spindler since yesterday?"
"I. told .you I didn't know nothin' about Joe
Spindler."
· "Hold on, now, old fellow. Remember what I
told you about your lying."
. , "Wefl, I've heard tell of 111.m."
·. "You have, -eh? But you haven't answer ed my
question: Have you met him since yesterday?"
"Where would I meet him?"
. "Easy now. Don't force me ·to shoot you. I
would hate to put an end to an old fellow -like
you, for I honestly believe there is some g<ood i_n
you yet." ,
- The boy raised his revolver and pushed the
muzzle toward the prisoner's face.
· "I don't know where Spindler is," the old fel. low e-ried, excitedly. "Take that gun· away. It
might go off."
_
-(/If it does it will be 1the last of you. Now then,
·you may ·as well admit that Joe Spindler told you
·I was here. You say I shot your son, and when
you heard we were somewhere around here you
·made up your mind to sneak UP, and· get revenge
by shooting me. Isn't that it?'
"Maybe it. 'is;" came the faltel'ing l'eply.
. "All right, then. I won't question you any further, because I don't want to make any more of a
liar out of you than you have already shown
yourself to be. Now then, you take my advice and
give up the idea of trying to kill me. If I shot
your son beciiuse he was trying to shoot me, it
was done in self-defense, and that means that you
-'should bear no grudge against me:"
"Maybe it does mean that."
But tlte look that came from his eyes just then
told that old Saram was just as e·ager as ever to
1>ut al) end t_o the dashing young deadshot.
·
"Old fellow," the. boy continued, as he lowered
his revolver, "I reckon that will be aQOut all for
the present. You can go now." ·
. "Kin l?" came the eager query, as Saram arose
quickly to his feet.
"Yes, go on. I won't tell you again that you
had better not try to shoot me. You <:an do as
you like about it. You know what happened to
your boy. He tried to get me, but I got him."
"I'll get you yet, Young Wild West," was the
vindictive rejoinder. "I don't care if I'm shot
while I'm tryi11g to do it, either."
"Well, if you're shot while you're trying to do
it, you won't. get me. But I assur e you that if
you did get me you cert ainly would be shot very
- 800n after it, for there are those her e who would
never rest until they fixed ypu." ·
Again the old man looked closely at the faces
of. the party. Then he backed slowly away -a few
pees -:tnd came to a stop:-

.
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"Ain 't you goin' to let me have my r ifle?" he
asked. "Certainly. I forgot about that. H ere it is."
_The young deadshot picked up· the rifle, wh ich
was a modern Remington, ah d handed it to him.
Once he had the weapon in his possession, the old
man's eyes blazed again.
_
"Feel like, shooting me, don't you?" the boy
asked, coolly.
"Yes," came the reply, in atmost a shriek.
"All right. Good-by._ Now make _yourself
scarce."
Slowly Saram walked aw-a y, taking his time .
about disappearing behind -the rocky obsfruction.
The moment he di sappeared, Wild nodded to th e
scout, and said:
,
"Now then, Charlie, just slip over behind the
rock and see which way he goes."
.
"Right yer are," came the .reply, and the scout
obeyed _instantly.
Wild then walked · under the ledge and called .
ovt softly:
"Hello, Hop!"
_
"Hello, Misler -Wild!" came the reply from a
distance of. only a rew f ee,t. "l\'Ie stay here when '
me hear you say !ere ol)ly one Chinee here.
Maybe lat allee light, Misler Wild."
"I reckon it's all right, Hop. _ That old fellow
sized us all · up so closely that it struck me that
it would be a good idea to let you remain in hiding. He will certainly be watching us all from
-some distance-ai:ound, and ,should-one of us leave
, he would know it when he go t a chance to look
down upon the camp here .. What I want you to
do is to leave at once and follow him. ·D on't interfere with him unless you can't possibly help it,
and come back and report wher e he is located.
Do you understand, Hop?"
W~~:.~ undelstand velly muche_e g~ od,ee, Mislei;
"All right, then, be. off with y.ou. Chal'lie will
tell you the direction he went." Hop Wah seemed to ·be delighted at being assigned to su~h a task. But it was not the first
time he had set out on similar expedit ions, and
he quickly made r eady for the job now. He slipped a way with no little caution, and soon came
to the scout, who was hiding behind a rock.
"The sneakin' coyote went around to the left
after he got. to th e top of the hill over there,
Hop," was the information he .received from
light," was the 1·eply. --"Me findee where
he go velly muchee •quickee."
·
·
_ Then the clever Chinee slipped away, dodged
from rock to rock, and was soon lost to view, _
while the scout joined the _rest in the c_a mp.

c~~lli:~

CHAP]ER VIII.-Spindler Makes a Deal with
Old Saram.
Old Sa ram walked slowly after he once got out
of sight of Young Wild W est and his friends. It
was plainly evident by the manner of the man
that he was crazed with the desire for revenge,
for occasionally he would turn and shake his
fist threateningly in the direction .of the camp.
When he had gone a distance of probably a hundred yards, he paused and stood stock still for the
space of several seconds. Then -he sutldenly gave
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a nod as if he had formed a plan of action, and
began moving stealthily off to the left.
He soon reached an eminence of rock, whe_re
there were small spaces between the piled up
mass, with vines growing here and there to effectually hide him. Creeping to one of the fissures between. the rocks, he found that he had an
excellen,t view of the camp he had la tely left. It
happened tlia( Hop Wah had just left it, and as
he was taking pai.s to conceal himself from the
view of the old man, he was at that moment behind some l·ocks and moving along in the exact
direct ion the old fellow had taken. Saram quickly counted those in the camp.
• "Ah!" he exclaimed, nodding hi s head with satisfaction. " hey haven't foll owed me. I thought
maybe they would want to do it, for they knowed
I was lyin'. Maybe they don't ca re enough about
me to bother with it. But I'll show 'em. Jest
wait till I get back t o the shanty an' let Jo_e know
bow easy t hey're takin' it her e. He'll be a whole
lot surp rised when I tell him how near I come
to shootin' Young Wild West. "
He remained there for full,y five minut s, and
by that time Hop Wah must have been ve1 close
to him, though not the least sound was heard, and
Saram had 'no knowledge of it. Leaving tl-ie eminence of rock, the old man ma de hi s way downward, and then headed almost di r~ct for the rock
that led toward the place where the log shanty
was located in the woods. He walked rapidly
along, and in a very short time ,reached the cabin. Captain. Joe Spindler was sitting on a bench
near the door, puffing .away at his pipe and r eading an old newspaper. His four companions were
inside, as the old man could tell, , for he coulsJ. .
hear them talking.
"Well, Saram," Spindler said, eyeing the old
man sharply, "you sneaked off without letting us
know anything about it. I have an idea wher'e you
,went."
"Maybe you have, Joe," was- the blunt reply.
"You don't s'pose I care whether you have an
idea of where~ went or not, do you?"
"No, of co.urse not. I hope you're satisfied
now. ' Maybe you found Youpg Wild West and
killed him."
"I found him all right, Joe, but I didn't kill
hitn."
"What!"
The leader of the outlaw gang Jeaped to -his
feet and looked at the old man in amazement.
"Yes, I found him all right, and I came mignty
near gittin' a good shot at him. But he fooled me.
He sneaked up when I didn't know nothin' about
it, an' the first thing I knowed he ,was in front
of me an' knocked my•rifle from my hands."
"Lucky he didn't shoot you."
•
"May be I am. But that don't make me feel
any the better toward him. He killed my boy, an'
I know it, though I wasn't there to see it. ' But it
was told to me by a man I'm bound to believe."
"Saram, what if Young Wild West did l<ill your
son? Your son was trying to kill him. I wouldn't
hold any particular grudge against him for that
if I were you. I've told you that quite a few
times."
"I don't care what you have told me, Joe. I've
got it in for him, an' I won't be satisfied until I've
had my revenge."
"All right, I won't say any more about it. But

go ahead and tell what happened after Young

Wild West .knocked the rifle from your hands."
, Saram gave a nod, and sitting on the grounri
b~fore the villain, who had dropped back upon
the bench again, he related in detail just what
had happened.
"About what I thought you was going to say."
Spindler declared, with a nod of his head. "Those
people are not in the habit of shooting any one
unless there is no other way out of it. They let
you go, and I suppose Young Wild West gave
you a little advice, didn't he?"
"Yes, I s'pose he did. He told me that I'd better let it drop, or somet in' like that. But he
talked as though it didn't make much differeye
whether I did or not."
•
.
"Exactly. That's his -v:,ay. A mighty cool hand
Young Wild West is, and his partners seem to be
about the same. Then the two girls and the young
woman with them, they seem to know how to
handle firearms. They can point them pretty
straight at a fellow, I'm sure."
"They didn't point any guns at me-"
"Oh, it wasn't necessary. Young Wild West
was enough to do that.
"Yes, he was more than enough. I thought a
couple of times he was goin' to blow my head off."
"Well, Saram, I am going to tell you what I
think about it. You made quite a mistake in
sneaking off that way. The next thing we'll know,
Young Wild West a nd his partners will be here
and surprise us. It's a pretty sure thing that
when you left the camp some one followed ·you."
"It's a dead sure thing that no one did foller
me," the old man declared, in a sort of triumph.
"How do you know that?"
" 'Cause I counted 'em all and studied their
faces putty well, an' when I got abou1'a hundred
yards from the camp I waited a long time an'
watched it. Not one of 'em offered to leave."
"ls that so?" and Spindler seemed somewhat
surprised.
"Yes, that's so. Not one of 'em so much as offered to move away from the camp, an' they
seemed to be talkin' jest as though nothin' out
of the way had happened."
•
"Maybe they didn't think you am.ounted to
enough to follow."
"Maybe they didn't. But if they had followed
me you kin bet I'd been layin' for 'em an' would
have dropped 'em afore they knowed it."
Spindler thought for a moment, and then with
a shrug of his shouklers said:
"Well, the chances are they <ion't mean to interfere with you or us, either, for that matter.
But that don't say that we are not going to interfere with them. Then next time I get close
enough to them to do business they won't know it
until the business is· about done. I have made up
·my mill:d to take what money and valuables they
have with them, and I am going to get it or die
in trying."
.
•.
"Say, Joe," and the old man half arose and
laid a hand upon the villain's knee, "if you do
make out all right, don't kill Young Wild West,
but take him alive an' bring him to me. I want
my revenge, an' nothin' would suit. me better
than to make him die by inches. I thought the
world of my boy, all' even though he was bad, a
murderer, a thief an' all that, an' if he was tryin'
to kill Young Wild West at the time the boy giot
the best of him an' finished him, I want my x.,
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venge. I think I'm entitled to it. I'm an old man, gold wa·s dumped in. I ain't ne~er moved it since
an' I've been livin' for the chance to git square.'' that time, 'cause I ain't got no interest in gold
1
· "You · want Young Wild }Vest taken alive and . or money."
"Well, I suppose I may as well believe your
brought to you, then, eh, Saram ?"
story, Saram. Now then, ·1 am going to make a
"Yes, yes," the villain exclaimed, eagerly.
"All righ~ Do you ·remember what you were proposition. You show me the gold, so I'll .be cer•
tain that it will be mine when I have fulfilled my
saying last night before we turned i:g ?"
part of the contract, and I'll guarantee to bring
"Oh, you mean that pile of gold, I s'pose?"
"Yes, that's what I mean. You have spoken Young Wild West to you aliv~. I'll see to it that
about it several times, but I never took you seri- he's bound securely so he can't get away, and
ously. Now then, I know you're an awful Iiar, and then turn him over to you. How does that strike
.you have been stretching things a whole lot. But you?"
"That don't suit me at all, Joe. I wouldn't trust
tell me truthfully, is there such a thing as a goldyou any more than I would any one else. I've
en treasure located in the -cavern?"
"There sartinly is, Joe Spindler. In that there been a bad man ever since I started in from a
big cavern in a sartin spot there's as much as. a little kid. I know you're jest as bad as I am, an1
nail keg of gold nuggets that I know would pan maybe a whole lot worse. You would shoot me
out for as much as sixty or seventy thousand an' most likely kill me me jest as soon as you
would anybody else if you thought you was goin'
dollars."
•
.
"You have said the same thing before, Saram." to gain anything by it. If you ain't willin' to
Spindler looked toward the open door of the take my word, I sartinly ain't willin' to take
shanty a:s if he did not want those inside to hear yours, so the gold kin stay there till doomsday as
•
the conversation. But they were playing cards, far as I care." •
Captain Joe frowned darkly and remained siand their talk showed plainly that they were only
lent for a moment. He saw plainly that there
interested in the game.
"I know I've said it ·afore, an' I told you 1 would be no use in trying to persuade the old
wasn't never goin' to show any one where the man to do anything different from what he said
he would do. But as he thought a little further
gold was."
· '
"Yes, but last night you said something about he decided that he would make the deal with him.
Anyhow, he had made up his mind to rob the
showing me the place. That means, of course,
young deadshot and his friends, and had already
that I can have the gold."
•
.
"Joe Spindler, you kin have every ounce of declared that the easiest way to do it would be
that ?.old if you bring Young Wild West to me , to shoot them first. It might be that he would
have the chance to take Young Wild West alive,
alive.'
"Sar~m," and a crafty look shone upon the vil- after disposing of the others in short order. The
, Iain's face-as he spoke, "that will ·be a dangerous· more he thought of ·it the more he~ecame con•
thing for me to try. .H ow do I know but what vinced that it could be done. The old man had
you are lying1 and that there is no gold? It seems risen to his feet now, and was standing there in
rather strange to me that if there was sµch a silence. Presently Spindler arose to his feet.
pile of . gold as you are telling about that you Reaching out his hand, he placed it upon the
shouldn't have taken possession of it long ago shoulder of the half-crazed old man, and said:
"Saram, I am going to do my level best. If I
and left these parts."
"Don't you know me well enough to fell sartin bring Young Wild West to you a prisoner and
that I ain't got no use for gold? I've been livin' turn him over to you, you will show. me the gold
alone in this cabin ever since my boy got killed. just as quickly as it is possible for you to do it.
·
.
.
I swore at .the time that I'd never go back to Is that right?"
civilization, an' I kept waitin' an' prayin' for
"That's right, Joe," and the old man trembled
Young Wild West to come this way. Now he's with delight as he said •the words.
come, an' the time for my revenge is at hand. I
"All right. Don't say anything ·about this to
· ·
found out about the gold by an accident. I know those inside."
the inside of that cavern from one end to the
"Not a word .from me," a:ftd then the old man
other. It ain't a very nice place in there, in some went to the door and walked into the shanty.
parts of· it, anyhow, an' now an' then a mountain
Captain Joe followed him, and he was just in
. lion gi·owls when you're goin' through some of time to hear a heated discussion over the game of
cards that had been in progress ever since breakthe passages."
"How do you suppose this gold came there, fast hact been eaten that morning.
Saram?"
·
"Hold on, boys!" he exclaimed. "I don't know
Spindler was speaking in -a low tone now; for who has been cheating nor I don't care. But they
he seemed more fearfol ·than ever that the four always say that there is honor among thieves.
men inside might hear him.
"f ou are all .thieves, an~ most of you are proud of
"Didn't I tell yo_u that there was the bones of a it. Now then, I am gomg t.o settle this." ,
man right near it when I found it?"
"Any man who '\\(Ould ·c heat a friend right afore
"Yes, you said something like that , I believe." his eyes ain't no good," declared the fellow called
"Well, the only thing I kin say, then, is that he Sam.
must have hid it there an' died there. Maybe he
"I didn't do no cheatin', an' I'll leave it to any
got shot, or maybe he broke his leg an' starved to' one here," Ike answered, as he arose, his hand
death, or it might have been some other way. upon the butt of a revolver.
·
But •there was the skeleton, an' there was the
There was quite a pile of coins on the table and
gold. There was a pick and shovel, some pans, Spindler quickly estimated it as amountin'g to·
•
·
an' a few things sich as prospectors carry with probably twenty dollars.
'em, laying right near the place. I cleaned up , "Divide with him," he said, sternly. "I want.,
tltings an' pushed a big stone over the niche the you to understand that. I am the boss here. J UBt; i
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when we are ready to make a big haul you arc leader of the outlaws force the four to divide the
going to raise a row between you and spoil it. money. No doubt he thought ·of tiow very o_ften
Young Wild West made him give up his winnings
Now then, do as I say. Divide the money."
· To show that ·he meant business, the villain after he had cheated the men he was playing
quiclcly jerked a g.un from the holster at his draw poker with. When he saw them taking the
,side and began toying with the trigge,r , while the oath of allegiance to the captain, Hop leaned pret·muzzle was pointed alternately at the card play- ty hard against the buildings, and the first thing
·ers. There was no mistaking his manner. They he knew one of the logs gave way and went
had heard him s1;1eak that· way before, and they crashing inside. So startled was he that he gave
all melted at once. 'l'he money was divided in- an involuntary cry, and then the bench tipped •
side of five minutes, ano. each one took an equal over and he went sprawling to the ground. Bent
. upon .making his escap!l, he s.c rambled to his feet,
share of it.
: "Now then, -shake 'hands-,", Captain Joe , said, -but ·no.t in time to esc.!,pe being seen by Spindler
as he rushed al'ound the co:rner of the building.
still toying with the trigger of his revolve:r. .
, Rather reluctantly Sam and Ike did .as 'directed. :While, he had . been greatly sm:prised, Hop re- ·
covered himself almost_ _instantly
· "Now ali · shake hands with me." .
r "Hip, hi !'1 he ex.claimed and then he dove head. This was done, too.
: ''.You fellows are· true ·blue, when it comes to long into some bushes and went rolling ove:r and
. ,
~
'the point," Spitjdler said, in a patronizing w~y,. _,over down a steep bank.
,"But it wouldn't be o_u t of place td swear to stick · Regardless of the fact- that be might hurt him-to me and clean up Young Wild West· and · his self;Jle only tried to,p:r:ptect himself with his left
,pards. I ·want to take -the kid alive, but his two hana, while he thrust the other into one ·of the
partners can be· shot down right at the start. ·We pockets of his coat. By the time .he landed at the
-don•t care anything· al>oµt· the girls or the .China- bottom of the descent he had succeeded in getting
· hold- of the big old-fashioned six-shooter that he
•men. Hold up ·your .right hands,, boys.'! · ·
· The four did as directed without the least hesi- invariably. carried with hini. He did not try to
get· upon his feet, but simply .arose to a sitting
-- '
tation:
- "Now • then, ,',wear to !ltick to me · under the posture and looked up.ward.- Spindler was des.• .c~nding, a revolver in his hand; and right behind
·
·
.penalty -of being 'shot dead.''
, "We· swear," caine the response from the quar- him Hop knew there were more. Bang! The
clever Ch-inee fired point-bland at the villain. .
·
·
·tette.
, But there was no bullet in the chamber, and
, At that ·instant one of· the logs which must have
been loosen€d in some way-fell down from the end • simply a streak of red fire shot frqm the muzzle
of the cabin and caused the five .men to jump back and reached the mim above him. Bang! The
Chinaman fired again,- and this time it V{aS blue
.
in order to avoid being struck' by it.
. A sharp try of alarm sounded at the outside, fire that sh6t from the old pistol. . Yells of fear .
and after giving a violent start, Spindler leaped and dismay sounded, and then Hop fired once
for the door and ran out-to the end of the shanty. more, this time changing the color of the 'fire to
He was just in time to see the figure of a man green. That was quite· enough. Getting upon his
scrambling to his feet. ]it was Hop Wah, the feet, he bounded away like a shot, dodging here
and there among the bushes and rocks. He did
clever Chinee.
not stop running until he came to the brook, and
then finding that there was no way to get along
on either side of it, he jumped into the water and
CHAPTER !X,-Hot After the Outlaws.
went splashing through it until he came to the
Hop Wah had no difficulty in following old Sa- trail.
'_'Hip hi, hip hi!" he shouted at the top of his
ram to the cabin. He was so close to him that
·
·each time the old fellow 'hurried he was able to voice.
do the same without being discovered. When he · Hop hardly thought he would be heard by those
took to the brook Hop did the same, and the wet at the camp, but he could not help yelling.
spots upon the rock told him where to leave it.
When he had gone probably a hundred yards
The Chinaman crouched in the bushes and over- from the brook he looked --over his shoulder and
heard every word that passed between Saram and saw that he was being ·pursued. ;He counted
Spindler. While he could not speak very good three men who were dodging along behind the
English, Hop coµld...understand it about as well rocks close to the i;;ide of the trail. Hop knew
as the average man, and he was careful to store that they must have rifles or ca1·bines, so he decided that he must show all the cleverness he
up what he heard, so he might tell Wild and his
possessed in order to escape from being shot.
partners about it.
When the two finally went into the log cabin But there was plenty of· chances for him to keep
he crept over to the end of the structure for the out of sight, and the knowledge of woodcraft he
purpose of hearing more, and if possible seeing had picked up while being with Young Wild West .
how it looked inside. There was no window at thj! and his. friends stood him in good stead just
end, but it did not take him long to discover . then. He did not offer to fire another shot, for
quite a · wide crack between the logs about seven he knew that his life was in jeopardy, and that
feet from the ground. This was, of course, too the flash of colored fire which all the chambers
high for him to . peer through without standing of the weapon were loaded with would only serve
upon something, so after listening a moment and to lo,cate his whereabouts. On he v.ient as fast
hearing the excited conversation, he slipped as he could, not even pausing to listen, for he
around to the front, and picking up the bench knew his pursuers would keep hot after him.
that Captain Joe had been sitting upon, ne carried When he thought he was surely within hearing
it around beneath the crack, and then mounted it. distance of the camp, he shouted at the top of
Hop sm,iled softly to himself when he saw the his voice;,
1
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·•
way, and

"Hip hi! H;lpee! ·Mi:sler Wild, Misler Wild!" pointing into the brook. • "You go lillee
Ife was behind a bi'g ·rock at the time, but four len you findee urn path to urn log shanty;" . - ·
shots rang ·out before · the words ' had hardly left
"All right, Hop; You · needn't go any further.
his lips. · ·
·
·
Go back to the camp and help the girts in case
"Lat allee light," the clever Chinee muttered. . the villains ·have deceived us and are h,anging
"Me fucee ,you pletty soonee:"
·
about somewhere else.''
., ,
""Hey, there!" came' a call from beyond him.
The Chinaman nodded, showing that he· was
_Then' @a rifle cracked, and Hop knew that he well satisfied· with this arrangement and the~
was · savea: He proceeded on rather slowly now, · back he went. Meanwhile Young Wild West and
and in about ·a minute he saw Wild and his part- his two partners waded along through the brook
ners corning cautiously toward him.
'·
. until they found where the villains had left it,
"Hello! Hip hi!" he called out joyfully. "Me for there was water sprinkled about copiously.
· allee light, Misler Wild."
They followed the path in a very cautious rnan"Keep down," came the reply. ' "The sneaking ner, and it was not long before they came in sight
coyotes are waiting for a chance to get a shot/'
of the log shanty ·nestling in the woods. The door .
Crang! Just then ·a carbine was discharged a was closed, and there was a general deserted look
couple of hundred yards away, and the qullet flat- about it. Bound not to be caught_napping, the
' tened against the rock close to the hea!l of the young deadshot bade his partners remain about
young deaashot. Crang! It was -Cheyenne Char- two hundred. feet from the shanty, and then he
lie's rifle this time; and exultantly he exclaimed: struck off to the right; ,&reeping along through
"I got one of 'em that time. The · first time 1 the bushes and going around behind the rocks so
missed, but I sart~nly dropped him: That will set- it would be impossible for anyone to see him as
tle 'em for a while, I reckon. Let's go on after he approached the building from another direc'eril, an'· finish up the business as soon as po11sible, tion. It took him fully five minutes to get to it,
-W ild."
'
·
·
for he stopped every now and then to listen. But
"Right you are," the boy exclaimed, his eyes once he did get there it did not take him more
flashing "They mean ·to kill us, so we may ·a s than ten· seconds to convince himself that there
was no one in the shanty.
.
well make ·short work of them."
' Hop Wah caught the young deadshot by . the
However, he did not lose any of his caution, anit"'
arm as he was about to creep along in the direc- waited for fully ten minutes. Then he took the
tion the villains hiid been shooting from.
risk of going up .to .t he aperture that had been
"Misler Wild," he said excitedly,·· "me findee caused by the log falling through, and took a ·
o\ittee velly rnuchee, so be.''
look.in thii room that was used as a. kitchen. There
"What ' did you find out, Hop?" and the boy certainly was no one there, so be decided to· ~
turned to him almost . eagerly.
·
around to the door, whi.c h he was not lorig 1n
"Me follow urn old Melican man to um log doing. 1 While it was. ·closed, it was not fastened
shanty. Len me hear evelythling he say to urn in any <way, so he pushed it open softly, and then
bad Melican man."
'
after listening again; stepped inside. Into ,th•
"You mean Spindler?"
other room he peered. This was also devoid of a
'(!;at · light, Misler Wild."
human ~ing.
.
"Tell me what they said, and be quic~ about
"I reckon the birds have flown," was his inward
it.''
comment. "All right.' Now then, to pick up ·their
·Hop then rattled off the gist of which he had· trail. We have got them on the run, so we might
heard, and wna, familiar with his lmgo, under- as well k~ep them going to a finish.''
stood thoroughly.
Coming out of the shanty, he began examining
"So the old- man is going to turn a treasure the ground, ·and when he found fresh hoof-prints
over to· Spindler in return for his bringing me to in the yielding earth a little to the right of the.
him ·a live, ·eh? All· right. We'll see about this shanty, ·he gave a nod of satisfaction, and then
treasure. · Now ·then, Hop, never mind telling me gave a low whistle to attract the attention of his
an,y more just now. You come )Vith us and show waiting partners. • They at once responded by_
us the way to the J,og -shanty, for the villains will · corning toward him.
__ ·
.
surely' go back there, since Charlie has shot one
"What is it, Wild?" Jim Dart asked:
of them."
·
. "They have been here, but have left in a hurry,".
The Chinaman gave a nod, and ' then they be- was the reply. "Here is the way they went." ,
gan working their way cat1tiously along the edge
He pointed to the ground, and then Charlie ·and, ·
of the trail. They were not long in corning upon Jim dropped upon their hands and knees so they_
the body of a man. It was one of the outlaws, -might examine the hoof-prints closely. As they
of course, and no doubt he lay where he had crept along fo1· a few feet they suddenly saw the
fallen. The scout had shot him squarely be- foot-prints of a man, whicl} seemed to have been
tween the eyes, and death must · have been in- made ·by moccasins.
,
stantanoous.
"The old fellow went this way, and he was on
"I don't feel sorry about it," Charlie whis- foot, Wild!" the scout exclaimed, in a low tone ·
pered, as they ·paused t9i, look at the body. "He of voice. '-'He was wearin' home-made moccasins.
was tryin' to kill us, ln' ! ·got a line on him jest I noticed that when you had him in camp." ·
after· he fired a shot. My bullet went true to the
"Yes, ,I know he wore moccasins, Charlie. Let
mark, an' I'm mighty proud of it!'
me see."
..
, .
-Wild and Jim nodded, but made no comment, • Then Wild made .a · quick examination and deand then they co11t_inued on- and soon reached cided that the scout was strict!?{ correct in what ·
ihe brook. Evidently the outlaws had beat a sud- he said. The three then followed the trail a short•
den retreat; for there were · no signs of them ·be- distance into the- woods, and when. they found it
Ing anywhere about.
turned and led back to the 1:lrook, they were some"Lat wav. Misler Wild," the clever Chinee said, what T>UZzled. -They went risrht--on. however. and
1
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when· they came to the brook Wild turned to his sult was that a man and a horse fell. The
other
two companion s and said:
three turned and -galloped away, and then the
"Well, boys, they made this trail while I ·was girls had seen ·the old man join
on foot, all
in the shanty. ·They must have just left it be- of them going straight into the them
cavern.
fore I got there. . Now then, I suppose the best
"Boys, I reckon we know what to do now. Just
thing for us to -do is to make for the big cavern." · get a coupl_e of candles from Hop and we'll
see
That ii; where they have. undoub~edi y gone. From . if we can't find them.
will be a risky thing to
what Hop told me in the little time l had to listen do, l know, but I have It
made
my mind to corto him, it tis quite likely that Spindler would go ral them or shoot them down up
if they ·n have it
there, for he wants the treasure."
__,_ ·that way. Come on."
.
• "Maybe there ain't .no treasure there, Wild,"
Hop Wah furnished each with a piece of candle,
the scout declared, shaking his head.
and then bidding the girls remain where they
• ·"Possibly not: But quite likely Spindler -thinks were until they returned, Young Wild West
startthere is. - That's where they'll go, and you can ed off with his two pa rtners. Wild went boldly
bet on it."
into the cavern and proceeded along noiselessly
· All three were certain that the villains had left until they got into the extreme darkness.
Then
by -means of the brook while they were at the he paused · and listened, . Not a sound could
be
shanty, so they · steppct into it and waded along . heard. He knew that the way to the
canyon was
without making any noise until they came to the almost straight, for he had taken pains
to mark
trail. The rocky .ground was wet in· spots for .i t well in his mind when
came through. If
quite a distance, so it was easy to tell 'w hich way the _villains had gone thatthey
way the chances were
the villains had gone. ·If' they really ·had .headed ' they meant to try and
thejr escape. But
·· for .the cavern they must necessarily come within he doubted that they had,make
or all 'of them, anyh·ow,
a hundred yards of the camp, and Wild figured since he knew that Spindler
was after the treasthat' they might possibly take advantage of their ure tae old man had promised
hjm.
absence and make an attack upon the girl. . This
"Boys," he said in a whisper, "I reckon we'll
had hardly come. to his mind when half a dozen take the chance of finding them somewhere in
the
rifle shots sounded.
·
_
.
cavern. We have got to depend a great /Seal upon
, "By jingo·!" he exclaimed, starting on a run. luck, I know, but we'll do it that
way, anyhow."
"They're ·shooting at the . camp. Come on, boy:s.
"Jest as you say, Wild," the scout answered,
We haven't a moment to spare.",
while Jim gave a nod, showing that he was per· Holding their rifles so they might use them at fectly satisfied to the arrangeme nt.
an i~ant's notice, the three ran swiftly along · "I'll tell you what you ·can do/'
the young
the trail ,in the direction of the camp. But .there deadshot said, after he had thought
for a moment,
w.as no more shooting, and as there h~d only been "j\\st go 'on .through and look upon
half a dozen shots :fired, th.ey wondered what the ground at the other side of the cavern.theYoudusty
can
outcome would be. Presently they came in sight tell pretty well if they have
gone
way lately,
of the camp, an.d then a shout went up from Hop, for the hoof-prints , as well as thethat
foot-prints of
who quickly appeared, .waving his hat.
the old man, will slidw quite plainly.
am going·. "Hip hi, hoolaY'I" he. called.out. "Um bad M.el-.. to go off- a . little -to:.the right, for it Istrikes
.me'
. ican men; gittee um. medicine,, Mi~ Wild."
that that is the main part·of the cavern. l:t you
• Then as they rounded a bend in the trail they hear me fire a shot you will -know I want
yousuddenly came upon a wounded horse a~d the to come to me without delay. There is no danger
body of a man, which lay stretched upon the of my losing myself, since I have
a candle. Now
ground.
.
then, go ahead, and in case you find that they ·
"Another of 'em, Wild!" Cheyenne Charlie ex- haven't' gone out, you'll know pretty
well how ·to
claimed jubilantly. "I reckon you know who fired a ct."
.
the shot that laid him low, too."
The two nodded and the:l} stepped along neise"Arietta, most likely."
'
lessly,
the dashing young · deadshot turned
"Sartin. Neither Anna or Eloise would hav11 to the while
right. Wild had not gone more than sevthe nerve to do it, B'ut you kin bet it was done enty-five
or eighty feet when the faint twinkle ot
!n self-defense. · I reckon I'd better fix this horse. a light showed
through the darkness.
The poor thing will die in an hour or two, any"Ahl" he exclaimed, under his breath. "I
how. But what's the use of lettin' it suffer?'.'.
r eckon
The scout's ever-ready revolver wa s quickly them I'm in luck. Now then, I'll just locate
brought into play, and the wounded horse w~s Jim." and then come back to meet Charlie and
put out of its misery. Then they all made then·
He st epped along softly, not making the least
way to the camp, and were met by Hop, who be- sound, and soon
found himself in a wide, natural
gan jabbering away excitedly in an effort to tell gallery. The light
from this, and unhesithem how the villains had made a dash toward the tatingly he pursued shone
his ·way through it. It was
camp and had been repulsed by the girl's shoot- not more than fifty feet
he had to go before he
ing.could see two figures standing in the glare of the
light which came from a lantern. Getting a little
closer to them, he . recogniEed them as Spindler
CHAPTER X.-Arietta 's Shot in the Dark.
and the half-crazy old man. There was nd horse
there, so it struck the boy right away. that the
Young Wild West only waited at the camp long rest of the gang ~ght have gone on through the
enough to get the facts, which, summed up cavern to the canyon, taking Spindler's horse
briefly, were that four of the villains had ridden with them. Thinking it best ·to capture the ·two
11p pretty close on horseback and opened fire upon without waiting for the help of his- partners, -he
the camp, firing three shots. ~rietta, as well as stepped noiselessly forward, and soon stood ·within
:Anna ,nd Eloise, answered the shots, and the re- a few teet of them. At that moment -·somethiq
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happened which .he _had not figured upon. A would know .his voice among a thousand."
"Lat light, Missee Alietta.
Misler Wild
hoarse cry of exultation sounded behind him, and
then two men pounced upon him, forcing him to comee." .
the grouna before he could help himself. But his • Then the two · became very much ~xcite_d, both
finger was upon the trigger of _his revolver, and shouting for all they were worth. It will be neche swung the weapon around and fired. The lnil- essary to turn our attention to the young deadlet landed in ·one of his assailants, who uttered a
shot now, since it seemed fated that he must be
gasping cry and sank to the floor. But before he saved by his sweetheart. As soon as he had fully ·
could. again fire a shot, but Spindler and Saram · recovered himself Wild began groping about in
had hold of him.
the dark pit. He quickly made the discovery that
"At last, at last!" cried the old man, in a sav- it was not more than probably forty feet across
age delight. "Give him to me. He's mine. There's it the longest way, and not nearly lialf as much
the gold under that stone in the left corner."
the -other way. The gloating words of the old man
"You shall have him," Spindler answered, as, at the top came to his ears, but he paid no attenhe quickly took the weapons from the struggling · tion to-them, for he knew there would' scarcely be
boy.
.
any chance of his getting out by that way. He
''This way," Saram called out, pointing to a · struck a match as he came to a corner of the pit,
small, dark opening. "Push him in there. Never ai;i.d then much to his satisfaction found an openmind tyµig his hands. It's a pit. He shall die ing that was just about wide enough to permit
of starvation. Then my revenge will be sweet him to squeeze •through. Unhesitatingly he did
indeed."
this, and then as he emerged into a much broader ·
Before Wild had almost realized it he was passage he gave vent to a sigh of relief and hurdragged to the opening and then he was pushed ried on. Upon a slight descent he made his way,
downward. He dropped for a distance of fully and finding that it was difficult traveling in th6'
twelve feet, landing upon his hands and feet, but dark, he felt for the piece of candle, and; finding
with sufficient force as to temporarily stun him.
it still in his pocket, was not long in lighting it,
"Ha, ha; ha I"
for his captors had merely taken his weapons
. A fiendish laugh rang .out from above, and he from -.him. On he hurried, and in less than- five
:knew, . dazed -as he was, that it came from the minutes .he -saw daylight faintly ahead of him. As
half-crazed old fellow. Certain Young Wild West he pushed toward it eagerly, a savage growl .
was in a precarious position. But he quickly re- sounded, and a big beast bounded. across his path.
ciwered himself and resolved to get out. Mean- Involuntarily he felt for his·· revolver. But it •
while Arietta was very nervous at the camp. She was not there, iind then he realized that he was in
.
waited but a few minutes after the young dead- a deadly peril.
"I am caught in the cav.ern ~ he exclaimed, un- ,
shot and his partners had gone into the cav·.
.
:
ern before declaring that ·she was going to follow der his breath.
More growling was heard, and keeping the can- ·
them. A1;ma and Eloise vainly protested against
this, but, rifle in · hand, the · girl started· for the dle lighted, he kept his eyes in the direction the ·
big cavern. She forgot to take a light with her, sounds came from, and moved slowly toward tl).e
however, and so after groping along in the dark daylight. H;e had not gone fa-r when he heard ·
someone shouting. He could not recognize who
a while, completely lost herself. Then, fortunately; she came in sight of daylight, and think- · the -voices· belQ~ to, -since ·there· were two or
ing she was going out by the way she had come
more as near as he could tell. He made a sudden
in, possibly into -the cavern, she P,ressed on, only leap, and then found himself almost at the edge
to find herself in a deep cut y.ith a chasm extend- of a chasm. But footsteps behind him told him
ing across. The sounds of falling water far be-· that the big mountain lion was after him, for ·
low her told that it would be dangerous indeed to· mountain lion it surely was. Then his foot slipped
fall into the chasm. There was no means of get- and he rolled down a short descent, bruising and
ting across it, ·either, a:rui it was at least twenty partly stunning himself. He groped wildly about
fe.et to the other side. Somewhat dejected, the' for something to · assist him, and just then he
girl sat down upon a rock. She had not been recognized a cry from Arietta. He was desperate
there two minutes before she heard soft fo-otsteps now, for he knew the savage ·beast was stealthily
behind her, and, turning quickly, saw Hop Wah approaching him. As Wild heard his sweetheart's
approaching, a lighted torch in his hand.
voice he clutched a jagged rock The next mo"Me 'fl.aid you allee samee gittee· lost, Mis~ee ment .Arietta appeared, followed by Hop with, the
flaming torch. A fierce growl sounded, and then
Alietta," the Chinaman said apologetically;
"Oh, I'm so glad you',r e here, Hop," she an- Arietta raised her rifle. Crang! The sharp rep6rt of the girl's rifle chod through the cavern.
swered.
She had seen the pair of flaming eyes, and the
"Lat allee light. Whattee you do now?"
bullet went true to the mark. .There was a
"I want to find the way out of here."
gurgling growl, and then a scratching sound, and
"Me showee you velly muchee quickee."
At that moment a rattling of dirt and stones the big beast rolled down :past the boy as he clung
rounded, and then -an ominous gro',11(1 came to th e to the j a,gged rock.
· "Saved!" Arietta cried, as she ran to the very
ears of the two.
, "Allee sam'ee bear!" Hop exclaimed, somewhat edge of the chasm. "Oh, Wild!"
"Easy, little girl,1' he answered faintly. "I
excite\ily, as :h.e pointed across the cavern into 11
feel mighty. dizzy just now. But I reckon I'm all
dark openfng that loomed u~ before them.
Both watched, .an'tl . a huge mountain lion right. Get a rope and I'll mighty soon be with
emerged from the -darkness only to drop ,b.ack you."
.
quickly out of sight again. · Then a faint shout
. Arietta danced up and down. with joy.
.
,
"Are you _sure it's dead?" she asked suddenly,..
suddenly sounded beyond it.
'
"It's Wild, it's Wild!" Arietta exc;laimed. ·.!'I as ,she ,cam_e 'to a standstill .
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·-"It look; that way, Et," and the boy turned
'After going to the other . side they. had conand lookea down at the still quivering beast. "I vinced themselves that· the villains had not gone
was caught in the cavern all right . . The old .man there, so they turned back and :were not long in
caused me to be thrown into a .pit after I was seeing the light that attracted the attention of
captured so I might starve to death. But luckily Wild previously. But when they got there was
I found a way to get out. Without anything to too·· late to render any assistance to the it
young
defend myself with,' this beast came after me, and deadshbt, and after listening and hearing what
you were just in time to save me."
had become of hi'm, they made a sudden attack
"I am so glad, Wild. It was a shot in the dark. upon the villains. The result was -that there was
All I saw was a pair of blazing eyes, and I aimed a desperate resistance, and many shots were fired.
But Charlie and Jim got the best of it, and that
right between them." ·
"Well, a shot in the dark is just as good· as o_n e settled it as far as the outlaws and the old man,
in the light, little girl, so say no more about it. ·who had longed to be revenged upon the young
....Hop, go and get a ·rope."
deadshot, were concerned. Hop and Arietta weht
"Allee lig1".t, Misler Wild,", the Chinaman an~ <rut of the cavern and back to the camp and reswered, his face beaming with d-elight, and · then turned with the necessary bags to convey the gold
leaving the two there, one· ori either side o.f the from the cavern.
cavern, he hurried away with the flaming torch.
Then the bodies were tumbled into a deep openIt seemed to be a long time before he returned, ing they found in the cavern, after which they all
but when he came back he ha_d a rope, and he left it. They had much to talk about for nearly
quickly threw one end of it across the chasm. the ba1ance of the day, but. they chose to remain
Witd quickly made it fast about his body under in camp there, and before night set in they exthe arms, and then while Arieita and Hop held plored the vast underground place .a · little.. But
it tightly at the- other side, he lowered himself nothing more was found in the way of a treasover the edge and swung across. His strength ure, . and well satisfied with the way things had
had come back to him by this time, so he assisted turned out, they took it easy until it was time to
them to get hjm up.
turn in, and the next morning headed for the
·
"I bad a lively time of it, little girl," he said, mining camp', where they_reported what had hapas he kissed his sweetheart. ''. But it isn't over pened to a deputy sheriff. Though it was known
that there was a band of outlaws operating along
yet. We have got to catch the gang."
. Hop knew the way so well that they had no the trail, the deputy seemed inclined not to believe
difficulty at all in gettipg .back to the main cav- them. But Wild was satisfied, an~how, M he let
ern, and just as they came neat the entrance and it -go at that. Of course, he had said nothing
saw the daylight streaming in, several shots about the gold, so he simply had to keep it and
echoed through the«&vern. There were as many divide it among his friends, which was done when
as a dozen fired, most of them revolver shots. and they reached a good-sized town.
then they heard the old familiar yell of 'Cheyenne
Charlie.
. .· ·
Next week's· issue
contain "YOUNG WILl>
"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow, wow! Got WEST DIVIDING THE GOLD; OR, SETTLUfG
'em all, by jingo! • Wild, Wild! Where ~n thun- · A CLAIM DISPUTE." ,. . :
. ·
der are yer?" .
.
.,
"This way, Charlie," the you1_1g deadshot 1mswered, shouting at the top of his voice.
/
· Two minutes later the scout -was seen approaclling them, a lighted candle in his' hands. ,.·,
TESTIN FAKE GEMS
· "Where have you been' all this time? We found
Jewel forgers .have become so clever that a spethe whole bunch , of 'em. . They put up a fight, <;ial
gem-testing ins.titute has been established in
an' we jest had to shoot, that's all. Jim got Vienna, says Popular·
Mechanics, ''and similar
touched on the fleshy part .of his shoulder I>y a studies are being
country to
bullet, too. But it didn't amount to·.n.o thin'. He's detect hnitati6ns. carried· on in· this
. · ·
.
back ·there now lookin' -at a pile of gold."
Imitation diamonds are
·and .it is pQs"Gold, eh? . So there really was a treasure sible to make real ones in•nunre:rous
the laboratory, but the
here,"· Wild ans1ered; somewhat surprised.
cost ·of the process is about ·$200,000 a carat; while
"I reckon so. Corne on:"
naturkl ones can ·be purchased· at from $100 to
The three followed him, and· soop, came to. the $300 a carat. Rubies can be made by laboratory·
spot where Wild had discove:i-ed · Spindler and m~thods in about six hou1ts, ·and some ·of them are
Saram, and had been captured through the cun- so nearly like the real &tones that other tests than
ning of the rest of the gang. The flam.ing torch with the eyes a:re necessary to distinguish them.
that Hop carried illuminecl the scene far better
While the synthetic emerald has brilliance and
than did the two lighted candles that were befog realistic color,
it usually can be . told from a genuused, and the bodies of .four men lying close to- • ine one with little difficulty.
They are often 'built..
gether could be ·seen. The old man lay upon the up in three pal"ts, which are fastened
by invisible
body 'of Spindler, a carbine clutched in his hand. cement. The top and the bottom part
· may be
Close at hrs- feet lay the unearthed · gold.
glass crystals cut in many facets with a thu:a
"A mighty quick ending, I should, say," was shaving of a xeal emerald between them to give
the comment of the young deadshot, as he shook the color. Others may have a slight cavity ~
his head and turned to his sweetheart. Then he tween the two crystals which is filled with a green
related just how he had 'been captured.I after liquid. Both imitations are easily detected 'by
-which they all listened to Cheyenne Charlie as he · subin,erging the stone in a certain kind of oil and
,recit.ed the part thev hllrl t.'lll<Pn in it.
holding it up to the light.
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FAST MAIL FRANK
THE BOY ENGINEER

Or, Railroading

in the Wild Weat

B~ DICK ELLISON

A Seriai' Story
CHAPTER IV-(Contimied).
" An ' yei: thir d :t?lan is?"
..
. ·
"To have your men rip up a section' of the ratls
just beyond Rocky Hill so as to throw the train
in the ditch."
"Thet's easily done, boss."
"Not so easy as you think."
"Why ain't it, sir ?" growled the big ruffian.
"Because we will have Ra1ph Ciw·ter, the teleiraph operator, to reckon with. He's a regular
c;l.runkard; but he's an honest man and would not
hesitate a moment to baffle u s if he knew what
our game. is."
. .
. ,
· "Say, wot's ther matter _w ith m y- gang laym
him out?" ·
·
, "Well, they can do that, and the Rocky Hill
depot will be ours until we fini sh our job."
"Settled! · When I reach Rook_y Hill I'll tell my
men ter knock him cold . . But, mind yer, if ther
train is w1--ecked, me an' -my boys .must have ther
privilege of robbin' all ther passengers wot gits
h-iqt." .
.
"Sh! Don't speak so loud. Ther e a1·e women
behind us," whispered Despard, who just then,
happened to ,glance over his shoulder and saw
Jennie. - ·
- ":I'hey <ean't; hear wot we're 1;1, sayin'.,'' retorted
Bill, -who also looked around.
· But to be-on the safe side they lawered their
voices.
Poor Jennie was overwhelmed with terror over
the vile plan to kill her father and wreck the
train.
"The villains !" she mutte'r ed. · "So they are
going to kill my father, are they? Well, I guess
not! And to think that such rascality-exists in
real· life. It seems s<earcely credible. But then,
truth is really stronger than fiction, after all.
I'll warn my father of his peril, and perhaps I
may be the means of saving Frank's train." .
Desp rd and his companion went on talking in
whisper , and the former several times glanced
a.round, but failed to see who Jennie was , as she
was hidden behind the open news paper. From
where she sat she carefully studied .the, big man,
and to her surprise she · diseov~red that he woi:e
a fal se beard a-nd a wig.
·
. "Djsguised !" was ' her comment. "He must .be
some notorious crook, anxious to hide· his identity.
I think ·! would know him if I were to meet him
again, however, I wonder who he is?" She kept · pondering over,,the matter until at
length the train r eached . Rocky Hill, and her e
she . alighted.
.
· Jennie saw Despard's big companiQn leave the
train, b:ut ' the railroa~ · director remained in his"
seat, and was car1;ied off in the direction of Bison
City._
She found the big man's burning ·eyes glaring
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at her from under a pair of heavy, bushy_ brows.
a s she turned to leave the station, for she p.ad
now raised her veil again.
.
. A s her father did not go on duty until seven
o'clock, she failed ·to see .him in the depot winqow .
when she glanced that way.
"I'll run down to our cottage," she mutter.ed.·
"I'll just g et there in time to cook supper for him..
~oor papa ! How anxiously he must be awaiting.
my return!"
_
.
She passed down a shady lane and presently
reached a point where there were very few 1i'ouses1
when she heard a starling footstep and turn~a.
around.
Behind her was the big man called Bill, who
had been talking to Simon Despard in the train
and he stood leering at the girl with such an evif
expression on his face that she became alarmed. ·
"Hello, there, gal!" he exclaimed. "Ain't you'.
ther one wot sat behind me an' M r . Despard
aboard of ther train wot J'ist left ther depot?"
"I believe I eid," rep ied Jennie, a ssuming a
coolness she did. not feel.
.
"An' ain't[
· er name Jennie Carter?"
"Yes; but don't know how you happen•to know·
me."
·
.
" Despard p 'inted yer out ter .me one day."
"Ahl That accounts for it."
.
"I reckon. Now, didn't yer hear wot me an'
Despard wuz a-sll:Yin'?" .
· .
., "Yes, I did!" exclaimed Jennie, ,angrily. "And
you ought to be ashamed of yourselves for planning such a rascally piece of work."
.
"Goin' ter give away ter yer old dad, then;
ain't yer?" .
"I am, and he will make you pay dearly for it
if you dare to attack him."
.
"Waal," d1·awled the ruffian, "I won't let yer
tell Ralph Cuter nuthin' ter spile our game, an'
don't]er fergit it!"
·
An with this he suddenly leaped forward and
seized her by t.he throat, stifling a wild scream
that rose. to her lips.
Back among the trees and bushes he pushed.
the struggling girl, and as the horror of her
situation dawned upon her mind, she fainted and
fell limply to the ground.
A chuckle of satisfaction escaped the outlaw,
and he bound her hands behind h er back with a ·
piece of t w ine he ca rried, and gagged her with.
her ·own h11ndkerchief, muttering:
"I told Despard not ter talk ~o loud, but ther
fool gave hisself away at ther fu st go-off. It's
lucky I reckernized thi s gal an' made her help less,
or she would a-blowed ther hull bu,dness."
Just then a J! proaching footsteps a lar med him
li.nd, leaving tlie girl lying where she had fall en;
he. sped awayr .
.
;..
• · ' 11 reckc,in she won 't be found " he mutte1·ed "so
I'll leave ·her h~re till after OU~ job is don e; then ·
. 1~11 ,come . back an' set her free. I m.ust lmrry an• ·
meet my gang, or we won't have t im·e t e1' can y
out my part of ther programme."
.
·
_Half a mile away a tr oop of outlaw!'< wer e wait-'.
ing for him in the woods, mounted on thl!ir hor ses,·
and he pu1led off his false beard and wig, r evealing a cle-an-sii-aven, -scar:i,:ed face and a tangled°
mass of dark brown hair.
·
' One of :the gang had a big bay mare waiting
for him, · and after -a few hurried words, he'
mounted and rode away with his men. .
·
It was over au hour later before Jennie re-:

,.
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~vered and remembered what had happened to
her. Then she struggled to her feet and ran
away, as her a i;sailant had not secured her ankles.
She met a boy whom she knew, and he cut her
bonds and took off the gag.
·
Wild with alarm, she ran home and found her
father gone.
Ralph Carter had been drinking that night, but
be took his place in the station office as usual,
and after sending a message began to read.
He thought Jennie had missed the 4.'15 from
Newtown, and expected that she would arrive on
the 5.05, and it worried him a little.
It was very silent and lonesome in the office,
the only sounds that broke the stillness being the
clicking of the relay and the ticking of the cloc~r.
Suddenly the door burst open, and Bill Bragg,
the bandit, and several of his gang rushed in with
- drawn revolvers.
A cry of alarm escaped the telegraph operator,
and he leaped to his feet and grasped the back
of the chair to defend himself. • ·
"Up with -yer hands, Ralph Carter!" roared the
· huge ruffian.
·
•
"I'll never surrender to' you I" yelled the telegraph operator, a she swung the chair up over
his head. "Get out of here!"
And he made a rush at the villains.
Bang! went Big Bill Bragg's revolver, and
with a groan Carter sank stunned to the floor,
the ball having grazed his skull.
\
"We've got him!" cried onle of the gang.
"Loot ther till an' git out . of here!" shouted
Bragg.
There was a rush for the money-drawer, and
the gang got the banknotes and silver it contained
and then hastily left the station.
Not two minutes later Jennie, pale and excited,
rushed in.
"Oh, heavens! My father! They have killed
him!'' she shrieked.
TJien she rushed to Carter's side and lifted his
head in her lap.

;;

It was no sooner done, when the east-bound
local went thundering by with a rush, a roar and
a blast of the whistle.
It carried away part of Old 24's pilot, but that
was all the damage it did, and a tremendous cheer
burst from the passengers and crew of Frank's
train when they saw that they were safe.
"Hurrah for Fast Mail Franlcl" yelled Dick
Rand, and the cheer for that boy e~gineer that
arose made the blood leap through his veins like
fire.
"Oh, Joe, we've done it! We've done it!" he
cried, as he brought his en,rne to a pause.
"Thank heaven fer that!' fervently gasped his
-stoker.
,
Then there came a wild rush of 1the· passeniers
and crew for the cab, and the ovation they gave
him was tremendous.
Everybody wanted to shake . hands with him,
and foremost among them was- Colonel Livingston, the president of the road.
"You ar-e
hero!" he declared. "~u have
saved the lives of every one of us by your cool
courage in the face of a double danger, and I for
one am proud of you."
"Don't give me all the praise," replied the boy.
"If you have. seen all! that happened, you must
know that the credit is due to the brave girl in
the switch-tower who saw our peril and sent us
off on the other track in time to prevent this
train from going along into the broken rails. And
when I saw the local coming, and backed to the
westbound track again, it was she who saw just
what to do to prevent the local from follo"{Wg
us. Gentlemen, Jennie Carter is the little heroine
who closed that switch just in time to prevent the
local from crashin~.into us. And I propose three
cheers for her, for she is ,the bravest girl in the
world."
'
Before the words were fairly out of his mo-iith
the cheers were given with a will, and everybody
surrounded the girl, who had come down from
the tower, and showered their blesin~s on her.
When the excitement abated, Mr. Livingston got ,
Dick to call his crew together to replace the tornCHAPTER V.
up rails, and while they were so employed, Frank
How Frank Saved the Train.
and Jennie ran over to the depot.
There they found Ralph Carter r e~vering and
By the time Frank discovered the oncoming
locomotive the · brakes brought his . train to a sitting up in his chairz staunching the flow of
blood from a wound in his scalp.
pause.
The girl •h ad hastily explained to F rank what
· Da1.gerous as their situation was, the boy did
she had heard Simon Despard and Big Bill Bragg
not lose his nerves for an instant.
"There's one chance for us yet, Joe!" and as he saying on board the cars, and then she told him
spoke he let the brakes go and reversed his en- what befell her when she was attacked by the
gine, at the same time giving the train crew the outlaw.
"I ran· to the depot," she added, "and, finding
signal.
Old 24 began to puff and move backward, push- papa merely stunned, I •telegraphed to Hopedale
ing the cars across the switch upon the westbound · to hold your train. But I was too late; you had
left there. So I got a red lantern, ran out, and
track.
•
In the switch tower, the girl was watching what seeing where the . rails were torn up, I left my
was going on with everish anxiety, and she saw lantern on the westbound track and ran to the
the approaching local come tearing along at a ter- switch-tower. I meant to shunt your train over
on the eastbound track, in case you did not stop
rific pace.
For a moment it seemed to her as if a collision for the red lantern, and you know how I sucwas bound to occur. But Old 24 was fast gather- ceeded."
Ing speed.
•
Ralph Carter quickly _recovered his faculties,
Jennie kept her trembling hands upon the· and as Colonel Livingston came into •the depot,
awitch-levers, and the moment Frank's locomotive he told how he had been attacked by Big Bill
'Wheels left the eastbound track she flung the Bragg and his gang, and in turn learned all that
-9Witch over ~ike lightning.
happened to Frank and Jenie.
I·
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Colonel Livingston was wild when he got all the"Mr. Livingston is re-elected, gentlemen, and
another has been put on the poard in place of Mr.
• facts.
"Despard is at the bottom of the whole das- Despard."
tardly game," he cried, "and I'll bring him to jus- ·
For a moment there was · a deep silence; then
tice for it."
,
Despard aroi,e, and,. without a word to any one,
Frank glanced· at his watch.
he put ori his hat and started to leave.
·
"We are losing :valuable time, M.r . Livingston,"
"Hold on, there!" exclaimed Mr. Livingston,
be exclaimed. "If our crew can only get those · gruffly, as he caught the schemer by the arm and
rails set so we can get over them, we may reach pushed him back. "Don't you leave this room yet,
Bison City yet in time to baffle your enemy's evil Despard. I have something to say before you go,
plans."
and I want you to hear it."
.
"Do you think so?" eagerly asked the magnate.
"Keep your hands off me!" snarled the rascaf
"Dick is pushing them as fast as be can. I in excited tones. "How dare you push me back?"
feared that this accident was going to. put an end
"I dare do anything to you, you murderer!"
to my plans."
•
shouted the old gentleman. "Gentlemen," he
"No, indeed it won't!" c:r;ied the boy. "To hurry adcted to the startled directors, "this fellow is a
it I'll go out and aid them. Mr. Carter can villain, and I call for :qis expulsioi.,"
telegraph for a section gang to come down on a
"Shut up!" the desperate man yelled at him.
hand-car to make all secure."
.
I
"Don't you dare to libel me, Mortimer LivingsAnd out he rushed and joined the men.
ton!"
In a remarkably short space of time the rails
"Coward! Scoundrel! I'll--"
were relaid. Everybody boardede the cars, and
But Despard rushed from the room, interruptFrank started the ·engine.
.
•
He ran the train slowly and carefully over the ing him. · .
"Stop him!" shouted Colonel Livingston, extemporary repairs, and once they were safe on the
other side he crowded on a full head of steam citedly. "Don't let him escape. He drugged us.
and sent his train racing along furiously to make He hired :one assassin to blow up the train we ·
were on and paid another to shoot our engineer
up for lost time.
dead. Thell 'ht employed Big Bill Bragg's gang
"Not one of the bandits showed up, Joe," said of outlaws to tear up the rails to
our train . .
the young engineer to his mate. "They were We have witnesses to convict him.wreck
can prove
hidden somewhere near, no doubt. · But they dared his guilt. But all his plans to stop We
us from votnot openly attack us.
Had our train been ing · here to-ni-ght were frustrated
.Fast Mail
wrecked, they would have pounced on the dead Frank, the young .enginee1·, and webyhave
btaten ·
and dyin~ victims, and would have robbed them him to a finish. Call a policeman and have
him
of all thell' valuables. Big Bill Bragg must have ~rrested."
' '
been wild with fury when he saw how his plans
"You'll have the time of your life doing it!"
failed."
"Bad luck ter such blackguards!" replied the snarled Despard, drawing a revolver and flourishstoker, to whom · Frllnk bad told the whole story. inl? it in the faces of the startled directors. "The
"Smart as they were, they gave themselves away first man who dares to lay a hand on me will get
to Miss Carter. Now we know who shot the old . shot! Livingston, I'll even matters up with you
engineer, an' we know who hired him to do it." · some day. Look out for me!"
And the next moment he was gone.
"Mustang Kelly!" muttered the young engineer,
While these exciting events were transpiring,
with a frown of anger. · "I'll remember · that
'name, and if I .ever hav-e the luck to meet him Frank had the body of old Dan viewed by the
face to face, it will go hard with the scoundrel." coroner, and then it was tak;en away to an undet He drove the train along, and at precisely taker's shop and was prepared for burial.
As the boy left the place with Joe there were
quarter to nine it ran into the depot at Bison
tears in his eyes.
·
City and came to a pause.
"I don't know how I am ever going to break
Mr. Livingston and the two directors alighted
and ran to the railroad office where the meeting the news to mother whep. I go home," he said to
Joe. "But it must be done, even if it does break
was being ~eld.
her heart."
' Just as they pushed open the door and hurrie
in the railroad officials were about to vote.
"Poor Frank! I'm sorry fer yer," replied t he
Despard saw them,. ripped out a furious exple- stowaway, feelingly. "I have got ter leave yer
tive and leaped to his feet with a face as pale as now, pard. With but little money in my pocket ,
death.
I've got ter look fer a jol>, an' I - - "
"Baffled!" he gasped, hoarsely. "I'm ruined• "You'll stay right with me, Joe," interr.upted
ruined!"
the young engineer. "You stood by me nobl y t oFor a moment Livingston glared at him with night, and I am going to ask Mr. Livingston to
hatred; then he assumed a bland smile and-, turn- give you a job as a stoker on the railroad."
ing to the directors, he asked in low , intense
"W'ill yer, Frank?" eagerly a sked the boy. "Oh,
tones:
if you would only do that for me I would be so
"Are we entitled to a vote here, gentlemen?" grateful!"
"Decidedly!" replied the chairman. "It's 110.
"Say no more about it to-night. We are both
vote for the presidency and board of directors.
You and Despard are the candidat~s, Mr. Livings- tired out. Come along to my boarding-house now
and we'll get something to eat and a bed to sleep
ton. Step right up and vote." .
_
The three cast their votes; and the ballots were in. To-morrow . may be the turning-point in our
counted.
· fortunes, Joe."
Then the chairman a'rose and said:
(To be continued)
I
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The Rev. Roland J. Bunten, rector of the
-Church of the Holy. Innocents of this village read
t~e committal service at the new grave. D~legations of the Daughters of the 'American Revolution ·from New York· and.Albany, headed by Mrs.
Alton B. Parker, were present. The Daughters
were re~ponsible for the remoyal. of the body.
. They will dedicate a monument over "Captain
Molly's" grave n·e xt month, and will alsQ unveil
a tablet to her memory in the Church of the Holy
· ·
·
Innocents.
"Captain Molly," .the first American woman to
t ake a soldier's part in the war for indepem!ence
fought in the liattle -of Fort Washington on No:
vember· 16, 1776. · Her husband, a gunner; was
wounded and she served his cannon ·until she
grapeshot.
herself was wounded by three.
•
•

I

LAl:JGHS
ITEMS. OF INTEREST · ·
MAKING GOLD LEAF
. Almost the thinnest thing in the world is the
Bold-leaf lettering on books · and memo pads.· It
la usually only 17280,000 of an inch in thickness.
One ounce of gold will mak!l gol'l·l~af 200 . feet·
·
aquare.
. Taking a narrow · gold bar t2 inches in length,
an inch broad, and half an incb thick, an expert
workman r9lls out by hand a ribbon 525 feet long,
which he cuts into one-inch squares, says Popular
Science Monthly. He then beats each square inch
c,f g'old until he spreads it over four squa,re i nches.
· Next, he cuts these four square-inch pieces into
one-inch squares and beats· them for two hours.
Each of the four squares is expanded to four
times its original -size. Now· the squares. are divided and beaten a third time, and the result is a
thinness almost invisible-1-2£0,000 of an inch. _
SMALLEST FISH
The record for minuteness in -it s class is held
by a tiny fish shown at the meeting of the American Society of Zoologists at New Hav~n by 'Dr.
E . W. Gudger of the American Museum of Natural History, says Science Magazine. The midget
is exactly thirty millimetres, or less than one
and one-quarter inches, in length, and belongs fo
.
the semi-parasitic genus Reniora.
The fish in ·this group are parasitic only to the
extent that they "hop a ride" oh larger fishes,
atte,ching themselves by a sort of vacuum disk
tha t grows on the tops of their heads. This saves
them the labor of swimming, for themselves, and
they pick up a living by swallowing bits of food
scattered by their unwilling carriers at mealtimes.
The next smallest specimen, which Doctor Gudger
also showed, is a trifle over one and three-quar t ers inches in length.
MOLLY · PITCHER NOW RESTS WITH
NATION'S WARRIORS
· The body of Margaret Corbin, the "Captain
M_olly 'Pitcher " of Revolutionary fame, was rem uved from its-- resting place of more than a cen- .
tury on the Highland Falls estate of J. Pierpont
M_organ, and r e-buried in the post . cemet ery at
WRs.t Point, with appropr iate services.

· "Papa, will ou •);>leas·e tell .me something?"
"~-hat is_it, !,IlY son?'' "Do they arm the caval:cy
· •. ·
·
with horse-pistols'?"
Mrs. A-What did your husband say when he :
saw the bill 'fof' your new gown?- Mrs . .B!-I didn't ;
;,
hear. I started to _p~ay' on the ,Piano.

.

.

.

. Friend-Does the new landlady at you z, boardmg-house appear. to be getting a living out of
·
it? Boarder-Yes, she is, but we are not.
He-They tell me Jones :ra Cornish by birth.
She-How strange that it should run i the family! I thought they were always caused by tight
· ·
shoes.
,i "Hu~by," said M.rs. Begg, "I want a new ring." '
All right, my dear," acquiesced her lord an4
Jnaster. "I'll have the electrician put in a new ·
doo:r-bell to-morrow."

S~mny-Aw, pop, I don't wanter study arith- •
met1c. Pop-What! a son of mine grow up and
Il;Ot be able to figure up baseball scores and bat- ·
·
tmg averages. Never!
"Well, dear, I guess the honeymoon is o:ver."
"Why d<? you say that?" pouted the bride. "I've
been takmg stock and find I'm down to two dpllar1,1
and sixty-five cents."
"Won't you take this seat?" said the gentleman
in tlie car, risin/ and lifting his hat. "No, thank
you," said the girl with skates over her am. "!'-re
been,_roller skating and I'm tired of sitting qown."
First Newsboy-A guy handed me a half dollar
for a paper dis morning. I went outer de depot
to get de change, an' when I came back he was '
gone. Second Newsboy-How long was you gone
for de change ? First New~boy-'Bout two hours.
Mr. Binks- Our neighbor, Minks, was shot at
by a burglar and the bullet lodged in his pocket.'
book. Mrs. Binks-What if it ? Mr. .Binks-Noth- .
ing; only I was thinking his wife must be vecy
economical. A .bullet would go right -through ·
mine.
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_The Maniac - of the

snoozing peacefully within ten feet of· the muzzle
of my gu_n.
·
I shook like a l f in the excitement of·the mo•
ment.
.
•
I saw the bushes stir on' the opposite side of the
pond, and was just cocking both barrels, pressing
the triggers at the .same time, that they would not
, ··There were three of us in the party-Tom, Ed click;
when 'the fitful moon ·plunged into a ba;nk
and myself'-and we were in camp.at Bullet Pond • of stoi'Ill clouds, and in a moment all was black
as
in the great New York wildernes~. • .
.
the grave.
For two nights we had been lymg .m wait .near
I ·was->·bitterly di~appointed, when suddenly
a' patch of lily-pads, without the comforts of a forth -sl}iled th8"-moon; brighter than ever.·
:.
th
snatch of sleep, or spark of fire, · in hopes at
-Something was crouching in the
oppoa 'dee;r would come down to browse among. th e pads site Ille-fl, patch· of .blackness 'nio:reshadows
intense
than
or to cool his sides in the clear water.
the surrounding gloom.
But now the third night was closing around ,.
In a moment the smooth stock of my gun rested
and not the faintest indication of a deer had we against my cheek, and my fingers ·trembled .on the
seen or heard:
.
triggers.
·
"Third time and out," said Tom, wrapping himBang!..'._bang!
.
·
st
self in his blanket and leaning his back again a
The barrels had dischari;ed before I brought
great tree. "If we don't get a· shot tonight I pro- them to the centre of the obJect.
pose to pull up stakes and move in the ~ornJng.
I shall ,n ever forget that moment as long as I
It's getting dolefully monotonous, this rught live!
work."
•
,
The moon was quenched as in horror.
"Agreed!" cried Ed and I, and imitating Tom 9
The first sighing of the storm filled the
example, we rolled ourselves up _in .our blank~ts, trees, and their branches tossed like angrysomber
arms.
laid ·our guns across our knees, an.d bolstering
But more terrible than all, the most •terrible
ourselves against the trunks of a couple of hem- sound I ever heard, · and I hope never again
to
locks, prepared for a night of watchiq.
hear its like-a shriek, ragged and fierce, .and •
For a long time it was as silent as death-no long-drawn, pierced to my vw soul, asd seemed
stir in the air, no voice of beast or bird. Had we to cleave asunder breath and being.
dared whispe:c to one another, 'we should have all
Such a cry!
· ·
·
.
said the same thing: "There is a storm in the
Grant yo.u may never have a conception of it,
air." But, in such utter silence we, too, must be for I cannot give you one in wimis.
bushed, fc»: the faintest lisp would have been:..
Tom and Ed sprang from slumber and groped
heard across the pond.
toward me with frightened whispers.
So we sat in the blackness, like mumtnies, hug_-.
Long watching, and the constant strain upon
ging our thoughts for comfo~, and start~ng with their nerves, coupled with this terrible awakenrapid heart-beats at every swish of a twig ~lax- ing, had made them almost childish.
ing in the forest, or leap of restless trout m the _ I lay motionless against the tree,_ my eyes
sedgy confines of the pond.
staring into the gloom, and my/han<ls-ha raised,
It must have been getting on toward midnight as though to ward off some threateninglf.harm.
when I caught myself rousing from a brief doze
The gun had fallen, still smoking, at my feet.
and settling my limbs for another nap.
"Joh;n! Are you there? What is the matter?"
A faint ray of .moonlight struggled through the whispered Tom, feeling about
in •the darkness for
dark bouglis, and by its aid I saw To~ and E~, my hands. "What was that awful cry?""
with upturned faces, and heads leaning back
My lips refused to move.
against the mossy trunks, fast asleep.
We all crouched together at
Tom's gun had •slipp~d from his knees, and the listening, with bated breath. the foot of the ti·ee,
muzzle stuck into the mold.
Again the horrid scream pealed ·out, and we
"Foolish fellow," I thought. "If a deer should heard the bushes violently · swaying, as though
come, he would shoot with those cl9gged-up ~ar- some heavy body were pushing its way
through
rels and blow himself to pieces. I must wake them.
•
him."
At the same time mutterings and guttural
So resolved I began to unwind the blanket laughter, wonderfully human, assailed
our ears.
1
from my legs, when suddenly a noise from the 'op'It is coming around the pond!"
Ed
posite side of the pond caused me to pause and hoarsely. "What shall we do? Wherecried
shall we
grasp my gu~ with trembling fingers.
.
. run?"
First _a twig snapped, and then a deep sigh
All three of us started to our feet in
and
stole across the water, and died away in the forest stood clutching at one another like terror,
frightened
behind me.
children.
Perplexed, I began to search my mental encyThe commotion drew nearer.
clopedia conterning the deer family, to ascertam ·
The creature, whatever it was, had rounded the
whether I had ever heard or read anything about head of the pond.
their sighing, but no such information occurred
Short, blood-curling cries came tQ us through
to me.
·
the increasing rush of the wind in tlte trees-inAgain the deep-drawn breath swept over the articulate threats, more fearful because we knew
pond, and I heard stealthy feet creeping down to not from what kind of a being they proceeded.
the shore:
Tom started away a few steps, as though to
Now was a chance' for glory-that I, the you_ng- _ recover his gun, but came shivering back again,'
est of the party, might shoot a real deer, ~ He .could ·not advance alone in the face of th•
· Tom and Ed. rival and mi.e:hty Nimrods, were mysterious pursuer.
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"Let's take hold of hands and run-!". I whis- the path, and crawls through them on his hands
pered.
.. and knees, nosing the ground 1ike a d
And Tom, getting on one sii,Ie of me, and Ed
He is on our track I
og.
on the other, we plunged 9lindly into the pathSlowly but surely he is searching us out.
•
less forest, not knowing ·whither we went. l ,.
We are lost-lost t ·
•
.
. 'The stealthy steps behind us ceased for a moThe maniac crept up,.till he was close upon us.
ment as they reached our little camp, and with
A flash of lightning revealed his face. .
unspeakable horror we heard a wild human laugh
It was like the face :of• a. brute-sens6leis: and
echo through the solitude.
yet wonderfully -sensitive. ,
. ·
'
"It's a maniac!" gasped Tom. .
..
. A weakness. like that of death settled upon our
A shrinking •timidity dwelt-in the large dis-'
'
tended, innocent eyes.
limbs; yet we· staggered on,. separated every now.
All the features were ale:rt with a twitching
find then by intervening trees., but always seek- inquisitiveness.•· - · • • · ,. •
.
ing each other again, and clasping hands.
·
·. He sidled away from us on his hands and knees·
.. By the me1.:est chance we had .struck off in a
northerly direction, and as: good fortune would ~ike a terrified animal, sniffing d~stf ustfully,_the~
· have it,-blundered into the trail leading down the ~~se to _a ha_l_f-.e~ct, hal:f..stoopmg posture, and
valley.
g!ideq from our sight, pushing tne ground wi~h
Taking heart somewhat at this, we ,broke into :\us galinh dan~}ing hands.
: ,
·
·
Jndian file, and dashed down the path at the top
. We heard him chattering and laughing in the.
of'our -speed. .
. .
di~tanci;; . th~ . all was qi uet. aga_in, save fot: the
, 'lt was ·not long, however, before we heard the r3:m that fell m _tpr.reJits, and the soughing of the
screams ·of our· uneart'hly pursuer in .the rear, •and - . wmd among the desola_te. hills ..· -~ , .
. . _"
by their sudden change from indistinctness to the
We lay on the cold, wet grounds, with hearts
most vivid clearness we knew that the maniac at peace and overfull. •
~
·
·
· had struck. the traii and that evasion was no
• "Yes !-yes!" ·said the old guide, wheri he heard
longer possible.
. our story. "That's ·the madman of the wilde·r.::
. _Our only hope lay in o~e~ flight, and as we ness.. though he ain't been seen -in these parts for
had ~early a quar~er of~ mile ~he start, and w!!re ye~rs. Luc~y1 you -~idn't -?et a good aim at him.
good runners, -besides b'emg- quickened by the rm- Hes a terrible-lookuig obJect; to be ·sure but he
pulse of dre'ad, we might perhaps have reached wouldn't .hul't man, woman or child any m~re than:
the little settlement, two and a half miles down a big-eyed rabbit would. We guides al} feel· a
the valley, had not Tom stepped on-a loose stone, sort of attachment for the , poor creature. Of
and;· falling, wrenched his ankle so severely that course, if you run, he'll chas.e . you just as a
~e c_ould not ri~8:
.
kitt~ chases a ball of yarn; but th~t•s. the end
Never was. cnsis more trymg.
of it. He's a poor . senseless animal. He ain't
The thunder had commenced its ominous rout- got no sting."
tering. ·
·
·F lashes c,f pale and _weird lightning illumined
for an instant the lonely face of the wilderness,
. AUTOMATIC' TRAIN STOP
and then let fall once more th-e veil of impene. A t~·ain came tearing a'long-- at' fifty niTies. an
trable gloom. ...
.
·
But above all the fearful' portents of the hour hour. In . the engineer's cab a small red light
those piercing · shrieks and maniacal ·bursts of flashed, and in an instant the wheels shrieked and
...., laughter, those rapid •footfalls and furious leaps the whole train came to a sudden stop, the throttle
stil~ wid~ open. An unseen hand had prevented
of the madman echoed in our ears.
an 1magmary wreck.
"We must get out of the path!" cried Ed.
In this successful demonstration recently on
"Here!-take hold of Tom's legs!"
·
· I did as he bade me, and-together we bore him the Pere Marquette Railroad near Detroit Mich
electri~ity had -a new triumph, according t~ Pop,;~
into the thick underbrush beside the path.
A moment of terrible suspense, and the maniac lar Science Monthly. It was proved that it would
~am of danger ~n the track ahead many minutes
came boundingby.
,
As he passed us ·he uttered his awful cry, and m advance, and, should the engineer be dead or
disabled, bring the locomotive to a stop autothe last vestige of strength fled-from our limbs.
We could not have raised a finger "in defense matically.
"Electric magnetic waves, flowing in -the track
had he flung himself upon us.
Full il minute passed, and still the maniac kept rails," explained Thomas E. Clark, · inventor of
the 1J'ldio-controlled safety d,evices, "are picked up
on his wild course.
by loop collector coils under the locomotive's pilot
"We are safe!" murmured Tom.
But hark! · The wild cries have ceased and the or cowcatcher. They are transmitted to a visual
signal '1evice in the engine cab. This has three
frantic footfalls.
'
lights--red for danger, yellow for caution and
Is he gone .so soon, or is he coming back?
green for clear .track ahead;
We scarcely dared to breathe.
Tom's ear was close to the ground.
"The red light is flashed only when there· is im· Suddenly he moaned and covered his face.
minent danger of collision. Should a • train be
'.· Catlike ste"!)s were heard ascending the path
occupying a block, the rest of the rail surface
bringing ever nearer to. us rapid mutterings and within the block becomes automatically demagnesnatches of fiendish laughter.
tized, and another trian entering the block from
The maniac was returning!
the rear or front will receive the danger signal
He was close- at hand. He sniffed the ·air with and an automatic aJrpiitation ·of-the brakes."
hungry nostrils. '
The incoming signal!J llre despatched ' automata
· Now· he stoops, parts · the -bushes on the side of ically by block towers-alorlir ..the line.
.
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GOOD READING
SACRED MOONS-TONE.
The moonstone is . believed by many to bring
good fortune. .In India this beautiful gem is considered as highly sacred and is never sold except
on a yellow cloth, yellow being an especially sacred color.
OLDEST UMBRELLA.
The oldest umbrella in the world is still in
good condition. The umbrella was brought in
1770 by William Clevett in the ·County of Dorset,
England, before he emigrated to Tasmania. It
has been handed down from generation to generation and still belongs to a descendant of the first
owner, who cherishes it as precious le~acy.
• SELL GIRLS TO CHINESE
Young criminals in. the Irkutsk dist,i·ict of Siberia .are kidnapping young girls and selling them
to Chinese, says a dispatch to the Young Communist Truth from Irkutsk.
· ·
In one instance a youth kidnapped a seventeenyear-old girl and took her across the Chinese
l!oi;der, - where be sold her for $26. Fearing a
lik~ fate the girls of that district refuse to go
on the streets after dark. In. another village a
16-year-old .girl was carried off and sold to a Chinese for $8 and fifty pounds of flour.
·BIG -DEMAND FOR SNAILS
The big demand for snails in this country,
. which has been app.a rent . in French exporting
trade for some time and which was the .subject
of a dis atch from Paris, was verified at Sherry's.
It was said there that the demand had steadily
illcreased and that now this delicacy was one of
the most popular:
Snails ·have been known in .New Yoxk for many
yea1·s, but Americans really discovered the table
".v ariety on its native heath-during the war. Since
•then tourists who had heard that the snail was
edible kept up the demand and gradually it
spread to this country. Because of the great interest in snails, _Julien, the chef at Sherry's, has
concocted· a new sauce for them.
BUY FRENCH GOLD COINS TO MELT AND
SELL AGAIN.
At least 1,000,000,000 francs in gold coin are
still hidden away in the proverbial woolen stocking of the thrifty Frenchman, according to authoritative calculations made in connection with
numerous recent arrests for buying gold coins
and melting them down for sale.
Groups of men are traveling through the country and paying as high a s 70 or 80 paper francs
for 20-franc gold pieces. In persuading the holc;lers to sell they frequently use the a rgument that
the gold coins are sure to be demonetized before
the country gets back to a normal gold basis. The
agents say that even at the price of 80 paper
francs the 20-franc gold pieces can be melted ·anq
sold at a profit.
SESQUI TO HA VE HUGE POOL
One of the largest outdoor _..swimming pools in
the .country will be erected for the three chrun"pionsliip meets which will be held as part of the

sports pi-ogr~i;n- of the Sesqi-Ceritennial International Exposition.
•·
. The pool for the speed races will be 350 yard~
!n length and ~60 yards wide. Because this pool
2~ not ?~ sufficient depth to 1)€rmit.t;he holding of
high divi!lg conte?ts, a special pool for the diving
events wil) ?e built. Both will be located within
the Exposition grounds.
The leading swimmers of the world are expected
t
ather here for anothe! ass~ult on the speed
records. The first champ1onsh1p meet is scheduled for June_ 22, 23 and 24, when the women's
and men's Middle Atlantic District A A U
champions}_iips will be held. One week iate~ th~
me!l's national chai:npion~hips will take place, _
while the women will strive for national titles
August 4, 5, 6 and 7.
A grandstand to 'Seat between 2 500 and 3,600
will be erected.
'
JOHN MORTON. SIGNER

_· W?Y the . keystone ~or Pennsylv!!,~ia? By his
.service to his country .m a great crisis, John M'or-.
ton, one of the signers of the D&claration of inde~
pendence, which will ·be commemorated by the
Sesqui-Centennial International Exposition in
Philadelphia, this summer, was inadvertently responsible for the , symbol by which the State is
now known -throughout the land. .
,
.'
. He was_ chair~an o~ the Pennsylvania . delegation appomted ~ consider separation from England. The vote of the delegation was a tie until
he cast the vote . which olaced the State on the.
side of separation, and it was from this fact that
Pennsylvania became known as the Keystone
State.
John Morton was the grandson of Morton Mortenson, who migrated to Delaware County from
Sweden in 1654. He receir,red a fair education
and acquired some knowtectge of law. He served
as .apeaker. of the Assembly from 1772-75.
Soon after his entrance into political life he
attended the Stamp ' Act Congress in New York.
He held the position of High Sheriff of the county,
judge• in several courts, and was a member of the
Contil).ental Congress from its inception.
As to the question of separation from Great
Britain, opinions in the Province differed greatly
and in 1776 its delega tion was divided on the subject. ·'Taking his seat la te in Julx, Morton showed
high and disinterested courage in voting for the
Decla_ration, thus committing his Province to the
Revolution, and offending a number of his friends
who were Loyalists or Conservatives. .
He helped to frame the plan of confederation,
but did not ·live to see it adopted, dying of a fever
at his birthplace near Philadelphia in April, 1777.·
Morton was the only man of Swedish birth to
sign the Decl aration. A memorial to his name
will be er.e cted by Swedish-Americans all over
the United States for the Sesqui-Centennial Expositon. The John Morton Memorial. Building
will stand on the banks of the Delaware River
n,e ar the United States Navy Yard, and will be
used as headquar ters for Swedish-American s d\U'.it 1
ing the Exposition.
·
~,
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HAW Alt TO SEND SWIMMERS
Hawaii's star aquatic champions are looking
forward to . the · Sesqui-Centennial. swimming
events as an opportunity to add several more
victories to their already imposing list. The enviable reputation held by Hawaian swimmers is
not expected to suffer mu!!h with such imposing
names entered in the contests as D:uke Kahanamoku, his brother 8.am, Warren Kealoha, Willi~m
Kirschbaum and the famous }V'Oman star, Manechen Wehselau. T}J.ese water champions will be
invited to participate in the Sesqui-Centennial
Swimming Championships to be held the last
week in July. Ac:Cording to a letter from Victor
Ligda, of Honolulu, who i~ in charge of the trip 1
to Dr. George W. Orton, director of sports :(or the
Expo~tion, all these swimmers will come on for
·
the event.
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FROM E·Vt:RYW.HERE .

TEMPERATURE OF · MA.Rs ·
Even if we should find· a way to get over to
¥ars, we couldn't go-at least, not until we had
rigged up some sort of an electric suit that would
take heat wite. us. For, landing on that inhospitable shore, we should freeze more solid than
icicles owing to the extreme severity of the climate, according to Populi;tr Science Monthly. .
Dr. W. B. Coblentz of the United States~
reau of Standards, using extraordinarily delic e
instruments of his own invention, has cotlcl ed
that 100 degrees below zero is just ordinary temperature in our frigid neighbor's clime. Almost
every night in winter, he says, it goes down to 70 ·
degrees Centigratle, or 158 degrees Fahrenheit.
Doctor Coblentz made many of his measurements in Arizona last August, when Mars was in
an unusually close position tb the earth.

•

•

DISROBED IN TWENTY-FIVE MINUTES
After John L. G:. .m of 37 Franklin Street,
Newark, N. J., fell twenty feet to the ground- at
the Public Service Electric,.and Gas Compan~ (n
Hai:rison, speed records were broken in rushing
him to St. Michael's hospital in Newark.
Orderlies immediately began t6 undress him.
After tugging with tbe patient for .twenty-five ·
minutes they finally . succeeded in str~pping him,
It to9k them so long because they found Green
wore the following garments which were removed
in this order: Jumµer, ·two sweaters, a coat, another sweater, ·another coat, a sweater, a ·heavy
suit of underwl!'ar, a ·sweater, another suit of
heavy underwear, three pairs of trousers, 'two
pairs of socks and a pair of shoes. He wore only
one hat.
After going through this operation it was discovered that Newark's most dressed man was suf.ferini,.from a slight sprain of his right ankle.
HARMONICA BAND OF BOYS TO GREET
SESQUI VISITORS
.
Harmonicas are making merry in Philadelphia
as . boys .compete for membership in the SesqiCeJ1tennial. Harmonica ·,.ijand, 'which will be' one
,.of the. features-of: the Exposition opening in that
t city on June 1 and continuing until · December 1.
Fifty thousand of them-small boys, large boys, .

all boys who play that good old-fashioned moutho:r:gan--'-hope to be among the chosen forty that
will don the snappy yellow and blue uniforms with
the·· shiny. brass buttons, wear the small cocked
hats, and play stirring marches ·a nd excerpts
from difficult operas. Fingers will flap and feet
beat time as harmonicas play in uJtison under the
baton of Albert N. Hoxie.
This band has been designated by Mayor Kendrick to perform for many of the 200 conventions that will be held in Philadelphia during the
Exposition. The boys, all of them under nineteen
years of age, will be trained in military and fancy
•
drills. A VALUABLE DOLLAR
. The 1804 dolla_r is one whose value has not
shrunk imthese days of high prices and low powered money. In fact, the 1804 dollar is the most
valuable of all. If you run across one of that
date you may consider yourself somewhere between $1,000 and $2,000 better off, for the 1804
.
dollar is worth that much.
Just ·why the 1804 dollar is so valuable is · a
mat!et. ·of uncertainty t? . numismatists. Many
stories are told to explam the mystery. One is
that the whole output of coinage was sent ,t o St.
Louis, then a frontier trading post, to relieve a
mo~ey i:;hort.a ge, but that the·carriers were tobbed
. on the way _and .the money buried by the robbers.
But the evil· fate that so often overt{lkes those
connected with buried treasure came · upon the
thieves. Some ' of them 'were killed, the chart lo,.
,
eating the buried coins. · ·
... ·. But the. ·o pinion of sevei:al other authorities is
that the- shortage of .1804 dolla~s · is directly due
~ ·the fact that "few ~ere coined. Scott's Standard Catalogue, everywhe.re accepted by numismatists as something like a final word on such
matteril, inclines to the opinion .t hat only about
~enty. of tllese dollars ever were struck off the·
dies. That the d!eii existed !s certain, they •were
~ot. des~royed ..y~til 1869. . ..
· The last · 1804 dollar .to appear came to light ill
Berlin in 1885. It was immediately taken up for
$1t000, but is worth ·much ·more todaY-. This rare
coin is larger. buJ thinner· than the dollar of ~
day. It bears the bust of Liberty, the national
arms and the heraldic eagle. On the face side ~Jle
thirteen stars with the word "Liberty" in •large
letters at the .top. Efforts to counterfeit it have
been detected, the counterfeiters using its twin.
the 1801' dollar, ~nd merely changing the fiirure
::54"1" to a "4."
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. the i'n- · an tced . Particulars tree. Good F ellowship Cor. Club, .Ornvslake, Ill.
and also
~ lub, Readllig, P enna.
fectious diseases
resulting in mid· MARRY -Business girl, 27, worth $73,000: .
. . MISCELLAN EOUS
.
.wi dow. 48. ,a11.ooo ; girl
$40,000. D eTOBACCO OR 8N-UFF HAllfT OURY:D OR
die ear /41.ffections scrlptl ou s a nrl ph o tos fr<'<'., rn,
J\rrs. W a r n,• 8634
• 11·0 •pa_y.
$150 I! cnreil. R emed y •en t ,111
have caused the S. "Figuer oa Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
frlal. Superba Co., N4. Raltimore, J\farylancl.
organization in
Vienna of .t h e
• 'Vo x' ' -society
h i c h number;
10,000 _. members
and which essays
Do you know -that Coln ollectors pay up to
to protect the in- ·$100.00 tor certain U. -S. Cents? And high
terests of persons premiums tor all rare coins? We buy all
kinds. Send 4c for Large Coin Fol<ln. May.
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Boss of imlet Gulch
and the Choctaw Chief; or, Arietta Defying
the Redskins.
DE>fylng , an Ambush; or, Arietta Leading the
Cavalry.
Saved By a :i!ignal; or, Arietta and the Vanishing Light.
Double Suhtrle: or, The Celetiratlon at Buckhorn Ranch.
Capturing a ChlPf; or, Arletta As a Canlry
Scout.
and the Lone Cabin; or, The Raiders of the
Gorge.
Tupped In a Canyon; or, Arlettn's Swine For
Life.
At A Redskin Pow-Wow; or, Doomed To Die
At The Stake
and the Doomed Mine; or, Arletta's Life at
Stake.
Racing For a R1rnch; or, Spitfire On His Mettle.
Marked By Mexicans; or, Arietta and the Senor.
and the "Silver Kid," or, The Dandy of the
Gulch.
aQd the 1'.ellow Bull: or, Arletta'11 Daring Rs •
cape.
Surrounded By Death;· or, The Seven Sticks or
DynRJnlte.
.
8taking a Claim; or, Arletta On Guar<t.
GrPo.ser Chase: or, The Outlaws of the Border.
Swinging a Lariat; or, Arietta and the Wild
Horses.
Booming a Camp; or, The Shot that Opened a
Gold Mine.
and the "Busted" lllnlng Camp; or Arletta
n~ an Auctioneer.
Ousting the Outlaws; or, -The Clean Up At
Fancy Flat.
and th!' TrPasure of the Lake; or, Hop Wah'il
Magic Trick.
Boss ing A Cattle Ranch; or, Arletta Cornered
By RustMrs.
Trapping the Redskins: or, The Last Raid of
Crazy Horse.
11nd the Cave Gang; or, Arietta'a. Desperate
Shot.
Lost In the Rockljl&; or, The Luck a Grizzly
Brought.
Elected a Chief; o;, Arietta and the Papoose.
and "StingPr Jack"; or, Th)! Bluff IQ.'hat
Wouldn 't Work.
and the Tricky Trapper; or, _.\.rlettn Arter Big
Gome.
•
Giving It Strail!ht; or, The Worst Camp of All.
Gunni11g for Ounmen; or, Arietta and the
Greasi-r Ruffians.
Surro•rnded by Go ld~ or, A Treas ure Worth a
million .Baffling Death : or. Arietta and the. Chasm.
nn,1 the R eck l,-ss R egu lnrs; or, Saving a Companv· or Cnvalr:v.
"!lusting" a Show; or, Arietta and the Actress.
Locnting n Lode; o.r, ';l'he Orphans of Bowl!,
1
tr 11 ~a~.hP Broncho ~oss; or, Catching. n Cra!ty
Cattleman.
At Six Spot Flat; or, The J'oke That Made a
FQ.[tune.
.
Trapped by Greaeers; or, A!'.lettn and thb
Secret Pas8age.
_
Government Contract; or, Arietta and the Pony
Express.
Big Round-Up; or, The Champion Roper of the

•
OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
No. 41.

THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END- HEN'S

JOKE BOOK.-Containin g a great variety Qt the latest

jokes used by the most famous end men. No amateur
minstrels is complete without this wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP
SPF..AKER.-Conta ining a varied assortment of 11.tump
speeches, Negro, Dutch a nd Irish. Also 'end men's jokes.
No. t4.. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBllM-A erand
collection of Album Verses suitable for any time and
occasion; embracing Lin.es of Love, .A:fl'eetion., Sentiment.
Humor Respect, and Condolence; also Verses Suitable
for Va 1entines and Weddings.
·
•
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CABD8.-A complete and
handy little book, giving the rules and full directions
for playing Euchre, Cribbage, Casino, Forty-five,
Ron.nee, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch . .A.II
Fours, and many other popular games of cards.
No. 58. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful
little book, telling you how to write to your aweetheart,
your father, mother, sister, brother, employer; and in
fact everybody and anybody you wish to write to.
No. GIi. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-

Containing valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging of stamps and toins. Handsomel7
illustrated,
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL INSTR1JllCENT8.
-Full directions how to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither,
Aeolian Harp, Xylophone and other musical instruments;
0

~r°~~~!~i f~:r

~~n:aeltu~!~ta~~: ~e~nd~~j:!i
m:ri:::
fusely illustrated. .
No. 58. H6W TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By• Old Kine
Brady, the well-known detective. In which he Jaye
down some valuable rules for beginners, and also relates some adventures of well-known detectives.
No. 6L HOW TO BECOME A BOWLER.-A complete
manual of bowling, Containing full instructions for
playing all the standard American and German games·
together with Tules and systems in use by the principal
bowling clubs.
No. 64. HOW TO lllAKE ELECTRICAL HACHINE8,
-Containing full directions for making <Jlectrical machines, induction coils, dynamo!!,_ and many novel toy1
to be worked by electricity. By .t<. A. R. Bennett. Fully
illustrated.
No. 67.

HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL '.NUCKS,-Con-

taining a large collection of instructive and hight:,
1tmusing electrical tricks, together ;with illustratio ns, B7
A. Anderson.
•

No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAN D.-ContafD...

ing over fifty of the latest and best tricks used by ma•
gicians. Also containing the secret of second sight.
ll'ull:v illustrated.
·
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.
- Embracing -all of the latest ancl most deceptive card
tricks, with illu strations.
No. 73.

JIOW' TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-

Showing many curious tricks with figures and the
magic of numbers. By A, Anderson. Fully illustrated.

No. 74. IIOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY-

Containing full instructions for writing letters on almost any subj ect; also rules tor punctuation and composition, with specimen letters.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.

-Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of
lin es of the band. or the secret of p1tlmistry. Also the
1214 '"'
secret of telling future events by aid of mole, marks,
scars,
etc. Illustrated.
.
1216 "
~o. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH
CARDS.-Containi ng deceptive Card Tricks as perform1.217 "
ed by leading co njurers and magicians.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME &N ACTOR.-Contninl ng
1218 " T,~~1~· ~~onit or. Adetta and the Raiders.
complete in structions how to make up for varlou11
1219 " ancl the Golden Image; or, Lured to tlie Valley
characters on the stage; together with the duties of the
Stage Manager, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property
of Death.
t
1220 " Balking a Raid ; or, .A.rietta's Leap f or L'b
i er y.
1221 " Hunting in the Sierras; or, Arietta and the
M~~- 80. GUS WILLIAlllS' JOKE BOOK.-Contalnin g
Cinnamon Bear. •
the latest jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of thl11
1222 " Savi ng the Block-hou se; or, Arletta -and the
W'Qrld-renowned Germ a n comedian.
Allies Anttack.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALlllJSTRY.-Co ntaining the
.
1223 " and the R edskin Traitor; or, The Siege In the • most approved methods of reading the lines
on the
S•n<l Hills.
band, together with a full explanation of their meaning.
1224 " Ho lding a Herd· or, Arietta's Fiery Rnce
Also explaining phrenology, and tpe key for telling
1.225 " and the Ten Cow, Punchers; or, Besting a Bad
character by t he bumps on the head. By Leo Hugo,
KQch, A.C.S. Fully illustrated.
Bunch.
•
For sale by ail newsdealers, or will be sent to ant' ad•
For s ~ by all newodealera, or wlll be ■-t to UlJ'
dress on receipt of price, Sc. per copy, In money
adctre-■ on receipt of prlee, lOe. per eopJ',
or posta1re stamp■ by
•
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